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TG’s tuition  
ed is always one 

to recommend a few technical 
exercises to improve your playing, 
and this month Chris has cast his 
eye over Alexi’s laiho’s pre-gig 
warm-ups in tg’s guest lesson. 
Alexi may be a beast of a player 
but there’s something in his 
practice routine for everyone.

 Chris   
 Bird  

 roB   
 laing  
THIs issue’s 
cover feature 

has rob crying into his keyboard, 
thinking of his own sub-£500 
guitar bargain from years back. 
Quite why he ever sold that 
Japanese ’62 sunburst reissue 
tele he snapped up second-hand 
is anyone’s guess. ‘i was a young 
foolish student!’ he wails…

 Josh   
 gardner  
PuTTInG 
together this 

month’s cover feature has caused 
plenty of guitar-lust on tg. When 
Josh wasn’t chatting with Paul 
sayer from the temperance 
movement, he could be found 
googling pictures of Cabronita 
teles while quietly whispering  
“my Precious” to himself. Weirdo.

Welcome…
Welcome to november’s Total Guitar! 
you know, some people will try and tell 
you that you need to spend a fortune 
on a guitar to get one that’s up to snuff. 
Don’t listen to them. in our minds, £500 is 
not a small amount of money, but it’s more 
than enough to bag you a very tidy new 
axe. but if you’ve ever sat down and looked 
at what you can buy for that much, you’ll 
know that it’s also a highly competitive 
and confusing end of the market! 

that’s where we come in. You might be looking for your first 
guitar – this may even be the first time you’ve picked up a guitar 
magazine (if so, it’s nice to meet you!) – or you might be looking 
to upgrade. either way, we’re aiming to have you covered. it’s 
by no means an exhaustive list of every type of guitar available; 
we’d need the whole mag to cover that, but we have scoured 
the market to bring you a hit list of fantastic guitars for you to 
try – covering some industry standards, newcomers, and some 
well-kept secrets, too. 

For every guitar style we’ve covered, we’re aiming to walk 
you through what to look for, plus, we’ve even given you a riff 
example for you to learn for each one, so that you don’t feel so 
self-conscious when you’re trying it out in the shop! We’ll see 
you next month, hopefully with a shiny new guitar!

stuart Williams, editor
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first look…

Solar 
power
Washburn unleashes 
new Ola Englund Solar 
signature models

He’s a YouTube sensation, 
guitarist for Feared and 
The Haunted, and now 

Ola Englund is a guitar design 
guru, too! The Swede has been 
hard at work with Washburn to 
bake up a fresh batch of Solar 
models for your playing pleasure, 
including his first V outline. We 
managed to get hold of Solar16 
and SolarV160 prototypes ahead 
of the official launch, and 
although there are still a few spec 
tweaks to be made – the finished 
Solar16 will have a Hipshot 
hardtail bridge, for one – we think 
you’ll agree they’re looking rather 
delectable. What’s more, the price 
won’t leave you spooked, at £789 
for the 16, and £649 for the V160. 
Let’s take a closer look…

Photography: Simon Lees



  2   PickuPs 
Ola and Washburn have collaborated with 
Seymour Duncan on the pickups for both 
models we have here – the Solar16 offers 
series/parallel switching on its three-way 
switch, while there’s a push/pull coil-split on 
the SolarV160’s tone control

  3   Extra Englund  
althOugh he’s made his mark on every 
aspect of the Solars’ specs, Ola’s signature 
provides the finishing touch, dominating the 
11th, 12th and 13th frets on both guitars

  1   solar16 Body 
the Solar16 is built for speed and comfort; as 
well as those scooped cutaways on the front, 
around the back you’ll find a full access neck 
joint where the maple neck meets the swamp 
ash body – it’s finished in a snazzy Trans Blue 
Matte, too

november 2015    7
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riff of the month

monitor section

Thismonthwe’re
checkingout theverse
riff inNobleSavage from

Clutch’s recentalbum,Psychic
Warfare. Thesong is in standard
tuning, so tune toEADGBE to
playalong.
Theverse sectionestablishes

thesong’smain riff, outlining
thechordprogressionand
introducingembellishments for
flair andexcitement.The tricky
part is switchingbetweeneach
phrasewithout tyingyourself
in knots. Learn thesection in
two-bar chunks toget each line
underyourbelt asyouplan
ahead for thepositionshifts.
The rhythmsection reallydrives
thesongalong. Listen to the
bass tohearwherechord
changes takeplace, as thiswill
guideyouwheneachphrase
beginsorends. Focusingon the
accentsand timingof thedrum
patternwill ensure that you
don’t pushaheadof thegroove
or lose the feel of the track.

Clutch
noble savage 0:16

CHANNELOverdrive

gain bass mid treble reverb

AlThoughmulTi-
TrAcked in thestudio,
Clutch’s liveperformances
ofNobleSavageareplayed
ononeguitar, soyou’ll need
todial inaballs-to-the-wall
rock ’n’ roll overdrive tone
thatkeepssinglenotes
sounding fatandcreates
awall of sound fromyour
chords.Useabridge
humbuckerwithplentyof
midrangeand trebleon
yourampforclarityand
bite.Useahardpick that
doesn’t flexandhithardso
thatyoudeliver the riffwith
bagsofenergy.
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tracks 07-08

AllThevideoLessons in this issueofTotalGuitarare
available toviewonlineatwww.bit.ly/tg273video

videolessonwww.bit.ly/tg273video
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Jamie Lawson
Sheeran-backed songwriter following the Gingerbread trail

I t’s highly likely that you’ll have already 
heard Jamie Lawson’s sucker-punching 
single Wasn’t Expecting That, but for 

those that haven’t, think the opening 
sequence of Up repackaged into a 
devastatingly effective acoustic ballad. 

“I’ve always considered it a happy song,” 
reflects Jamie. “Although it has this sad 
ending, they have this wonderful life.    
I consider it almost the dream relationship 
in a way. It’s just that it ends slightly sooner 
than it should.”

The song was written four years ago  
and has since hit the top spot in Australia 
and Ireland, but UK/US success now   
looks imminent thanks to Ed Sheeran 
hand-picking Lawson as the first signing  
to his Warner-backed record label, 
Gingerbread. It’s a break of the kind that 
very rarely occurs in the music world now 
– but this isn’t an overnight success.

“Wasn’t Expecting That was a hit in 
Ireland about four years ago, but it sort   
of stuck there,” explains Jamie. “So I’m  
glad for this second chance, but I’ve been 
playing 15 years, trying to get through,   
so it’s been a while!”

During that time Jamie has not only  
seen contemporaries, such as the 
aforementioned Mr Sheeran, Damien Rice 
and Lucy Rose, all get their shot but also 

witnessed the music industry start to 
rebuild itself – with solo stars at the helm.

“You could see that it was harder for  
bands going on tour, but there was still 
money as a solo act,” reflects Jamie. “But  
as solo performers, we’re travelling on our 
own a lot, so when we find a kindred spirit, 
we hold on to them. I found that with Ed.”

Like Ed, Jamie prizes the song above all 
else. He’s a self-described “straightforward” 
guitarist – relying on just a Taylor 410e 
dreadnought and newly acquired Martin. 
“It’s a simple rig and it’s a simple music,   
I think,” he says. “It’s more about pulling 
out a few notes in your vocal. Just to give  
it some flavour and some breadth.”

Jamie’s still bashful about his prospects, 
but thanks to some support slots with Ed 
and a sold-out headline tour of Australia, 
he’s already played to well over 150,000 
people this year. 

“There’s a whole lot of travelling,” he 
concludes. “But the reaction you get is 
huge. It’s weird and it’s wonderful. I don’t 
ever expect to get to the stage that Ed’s at, 
he’s a machine… but somewhere on the 
way to that would be amazing.”

For Fans oF: Ed Sheeran, Passenger
Hear: Wasn’t Expecting That
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For Fans oF: Dream Theater, 
Karnivool  Hear: Marigold

For Fans oF: QOTSA, God Damn
Hear: Succubus

Caligula’s Horse

Demob Happy

Australia’s melodic progsters mount-up…

Brighton’s filthy trash rockers

P rog-rock harbours some of 
the world’s finest guitarists, 
but for every saint there are 

100 sinners: the world’s most 
vapid, mechanical players. Sam 
Vallen, guitarist with Australian 
proggers Caligula’s Horse, is 
definitely not one of the latter. 

“The problem is that complexity 
becomes a thing unto itself, rather 
than embellishment of the 
songwriting,” says Sam. “When 
we write, it tends to be with an 
acoustic laying the foundations 
– before I even create the riffs.  
You can’t go wrong when there’s 
substance to your songs and 
they’re not all about technicality.”

Nonetheless, Sam is one of the 
cleanest and most technically-
adept players we’ve heard in 
recent memory. He just uses his 
tools well. His band’s third album, 
Bloom, is filled with vibrant 

a lmost every guitarist 
started out using a guitar 
that they would, on 

reflection, dub “a piece of shit”. 
“I did,” recalls Demob Happy 

guitarist Adam Godfrey. “It was 
my next door neighbour’s – they 
were chucking out a really shitty 
Les Paul copy with like two 
flatwound strings on it.”

“I went for the worst unnamed 
guitar I’ve ever seen,” adds 
co-guitarist Mathew Renworth. 
“Then I just sat in my garage  
for about two years learning 
Blink-182 songs.”

Now armed with US Fenders  
(a Strat with a Supro amp for 
Mathew, a Tele with an Orange 
TH30 for Adam), the Brighton-
based trash rockers have magic’d 
up a debut album, Dream Soda, 
that puts the ugly and unusual on 
a pedestal. Both hail Josh Homme 
as a key influence and their fat, 

twists and turns, not least in Sam’s 
stunning melodic leads. 

“I’m much more interested in 
phrasing surprising you,” he tells 
TG. “I can spend hours doing a 
solo, but it’s not constructed. I just 
play until it has a kind of energy. It 
has to have some kind of journey.”

The band’s clever but economic 
complexity is reflected in their  
rigs – both Sam and rhythm 
guitarist Zac Greensill tour with 
an Axe-Fx Ultra, a Mesa Simul-
Class 2: Ninety power amp and  
a “bullet-proof” MusicMan JP7. 

“That’s one thing you learn 
touring Australia,” reflects Sam. 
“When you’ve got thousands of 
kilometres between big cities you 
don’t let your gear die!”

irresistibly grunge-y riffs are 
funnelled through a distinctly 
QOTSA-style sonic palette.

“The way his tone sounds on 
records is so secretive and weird,” 
says Mathew. “It makes me strive 
to do the same. I’ll try and just do 
something wrong to make it 
sound right, you know?”

“We had so much gear in the 
studio, but wound-up with a 
crappy practice amp with an EQ 
pedal on it,” continues Adam.  
“It just sounded exactly like what 
we were looking for and couldn’t 
find with a Matchless.”

It proves once again that you 
don’t have to spend stupid money 
to get results. Here’s to the guitar 
world’s unsung heroes – and 
here’s to crappy gear.
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Megadeth, Lamb
OfGod, Children
OfBodom, Sylosis
Megadethleaderandmetalvisionary
DaveMustainechecksinaheadof
their impendingUKarenatour…

Thecountdownhasbegun.Not toextinction,but
rather the livedebutofMegadeth’snew lineupon
these shores– cementedbyBrazilianguitaristKiko

Loureiro– founderofSãoPaulopowermetallersAngra–
andLambOfGoddrummerChrisAdler.The sticksmanhas
signedup for twosets,withLoGalso co-headlining,
supportedbyChildrenOfBodomand theUK’s veryown
Sylosis.Asyou’d imagine,Megadeth singer/guitaristDave
Mustainehasbeensharpeninghis claws inpreparation for
somearena-conqueringheavymetalmastery.
“There’s a lot tobeexcitedabout,”hegrins. “Butwhat

I’mmost looking forward to is seeingKiko let loose,
becausenotmanypeopleareawareofhis incredible talent.
AndplayingwithChris, he is just soexciting towatch.”
It’s hardlyfirst time the thrashershavechanged their

lineup–nowindoublefigures forguitarists, and
drummersnot farbehind–Mustainehas seensomeof the
genre’sfinest axemenpass throughhis ranks.Since
announcing thenewrecruits forMegadeth’supcoming
15th full-length, anticipation ishigh indeed.
“We’ll definitelybeplayingnewsongs,” saysMustaine.

“Buthowmany is at themercyofour schedules.Rightnow,
our set is about17 songs.We justupgradedwith thenew
Fractals, sowe’ve convertedall our soundsandgone
through them. I’llmainlybeplayingmyDeanVMNT,
probablygoingbackand forthbetween that and theZero.
I try to staymore faithful to thoseguitarsbecauseof the
access fromthe12th fret. It’s somuchcleaner.”
Every littlehelps, after all.And let’s not forgetplaying

guitar inabandsuchasMegadeth isnowalk in thepark–
they’vealwaysbeen themost technicallymindedof their
80s contemporaries in thrashmetal’s ‘BigFour’.Would it be
fair to sayonlyaguitaristwithworld-beatingvirtuoso
abilities couldbeconsidered for sucha role?
“That’s partly right,” saysMustaine. “But congealing’s so

importantwhenyou’replayingwithanotherguitarplayer.
Youneed tomesh. It sounds funny,but it’s like
synchronised swimmingordancing, yougottabeable to
countonyourpartner. If they lose their timingor forget the
phrasewhenyou’redoing something together, youmight
sound likedogcrap!Kiko’s auditionwasgoingout for
cheeseburgersandfiveminutesofhimonacoustic.As soon
as Iheardhim, I thought: ‘Youneed todosomething like
Eruption to showpeopleyou’re theman!’Andactuallyone
of thepartsheplayedon that acousticwas the seed for a
newsongcalledConquer…OrDie! Just youwait…”

TheMegadethUK tour kicks off in Glasgowon 11 November

on the road monitor



In the Studio

‘WhiteBear’ was
tracked together in one
room–old-school-style Paul’s a bigTele fan, but

heused a variety of
guitars on the album

14 november2015
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Artist:

Whenyou’reahotbandwithagrowing
reputationonboth sidesof theAtlantic,
who’ve slavedawayon the ‘difficult’ second
albumformonths, youdon’t expect your
foundingguitarist to turnaroundandquit
outof theblueafter the record’s in thecan.
but that’swhathappened tobritishblues-
rockersTheTemperancemovement, as Luke
Potashnickdecidedhewanted to focusonhis
productionandsongwriting career instead.
It leaves theband inanawkwardposition,

as remaining six-stringerPaul Sayer confirms
Potashnickwasakeycomponentofnew
long-player,WhiteBear,which isout in
January. “by the timeLukehaddecided that
hewanted to leave, thealbumhadbeen
made, sohewas involved in it in thesameway

everybodyelsewas,” confirmsPaul. “Itwasa
good thing– itwouldhavebeenprettyweird if
we’dhaveknown! I don’t thinkwecouldhave
done it ifwe’dknownhewas leaving.”
butdone it theyhave, and if leadsingle

ThreeBullets is anything togoby, theband
haveembraced thestudio somewhatafter the
stripped-downvibeof their self-titled2013
debut. “I guess thefirst recordwasmaybea
slight rebellionagainstwhata lotof ushad
beendoingmusically upuntil then,whichwas
a fair bit of sessionworkandstuff like that,”
Paul observes. “Whenwemade thefirst
recordwewantedanantithesis of that
I suppose. Sowewantedbarebones,minimal
gear, nooverdubs. but then, having toured
that record, I guesswewere ready toget abit

more involved in soundsandstuff –wewere
searching for somethingabit different again.
Thatdoesn’tmean that thebandhave

brokenout theAutoTuneandgatedsnares,
however –WhiteBear is still anold-school
record. “everythingwas tracked together all
in the sameroom,” saysPaul. “but thenwe’d
gobackanddoguitar overdubsorotherparts
ifwewanted toadd to it.Wedidn’t reallyfix
anything. Thewaywe record, there’s often
a lotof spill fromone thing toanother –
so there’dbe loadsof guitar in thedrum
overheads, for example. So, if youneed to
change theguitar track, you’regoing tohave
to lose thedrumtrackaswell – so there’s kind
of a real relianceoneachother, and it has to
be inone take, really.”

Guitarist Paul Sayer on theblues-rockers’ secondalbum,andanabruptdeparture…
TheTemperancemovemenT



in the studio monitor

Paul and thebandare
on the lookout for a new
guitar player

Thebandare industry
vetswhoare all totally
at home in the studio

White Bear is released on 15 January 2016 on Earache Records

Speakingof reliance, Paul turned tohis trustyTeles
andeS-335s formuchofWhiteBear, thougha60sGibson
melodymaker andhisoldStratwerealso frequent
collaborators,while “the soundof the record” came from
somevintageeHXmemorymandelayunits. “There’s
somethingabout amemoryman that sparksabit of
creativity inme,” enthusesPaul. “Theyseemalmost
unpredictable in someways.”
Intricateguitar interplayhasalwaysbeenakeypart

ofTTm’s sound, and rather than try tomuddleby, the
bandgot ringer JacobHildebrand tofill in for recentgigs
– so ishe likely tobecomeapermanent feature? “The thing
with Jacob is, he’s great…buthe lives inAustin!” Paul
explains. “Whenyou’re touring, it’s fine, butwhen it comes
towritingandall that kindof stuff, it is going tobea little bit
difficult. So…we’re looking!”better get thoseCvs in… [JG]
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Bill Steer
The Carcass founder was one of the key players in the evolution of death 
metal, but versatile Bill’s playing rock ’n’ roll in Gentleman’s Pistols, too

I got my first real six-string…
“My first guitar was a Kay – they 
were the cheapest, nastiest 
instruments you could lay your 
hands on. But, if you did a paper 
round and you’d saved up £18 
you could buy one second-hand. 
So that’s what I did, and I couldn’t 
even describe the shape because 
it’s not really recognised as a 
legitimate electric guitar shape. 
But it got me started.”

Friday I’m in love…
“I was listening to The Friday Rock 
Show with Tommy Vance when  
I was young and that introduced 
me to a world of music – from 
Saxon to Atomic Rooster and 
everything in between. And then 
seeing Hendrix, Rory Gallagher  
or Alvin Lee on television, that 
was impressive. I thought it would 
just be fun to play, because they 
looked like they were having fun.”

Exhume to consume…
“I’m not a collector, I don’t want  
to own stuff I don’t use, so the 
guitars I have are working guitars. 
I have two Melody Makers and 
two Les Paul Juniors. I use the 

Juniors with Gentleman’s Pistols 
because that’s basically a rock ’n’ 
roll band, so it’s perfect with the 
P-90 and the simplicity of that 
instrument. I have a 1961 Melody 
Maker, modified by Andrew 
‘Scrim’ Scrimshaw, who installed 
Monty’s pickups [GT500 
humbuckers]. He works for 
Chandler Guitars and he’s an 
amazing luthier. He basically 
made it playable in a band like 
Carcass. And it works beautifully. 
It’s really good for my shoulder, 
too, because I had all kinds of 
problems with the nerves in my 
hand from injuries I’d sustained  
in my neck and shoulder from 
playing a Les Paul Custom.”

Heat of the moment…
“Playing outside of metal made 
me slow down a bit. When I was 
doing Firebird, in particular – 
that’s a three-piece and there’s 
loads of space. When you take a 
solo there’s no guitar behind you 
so there’s enough time to be in the 
moment and improvise a little.  
So I got to focus a lot more on feel 
and I guess I’ve carried that 
through to what I’ve tried to do 
with Gents as well. I think it has 
affected how I play in Carcass, just 
a little. But let’s be honest, there’s 
not much time to manoeuvre, the 
music’s so dense. There’s not 
much breathing space.”

I got my gun at the ready gonna 
fire at will…
“Gentleman’s Pistols is very 
simple; I use an early 70s Marshall 
50-watt head with a Junior. That’s 
it. Those heads are magnificent 
because once you get them past 
six and there’s this fantastic 
harmonic warmth. So you’ll hit  
a note and it will feed back in  
a really beautiful way. It’s just  
a different kind of distortion. I link 
the channels up and depending 
on the venue I might crank it up to 
10 to really push it hard.”

Heartwork…
“You need to focus on your own 
identity. There are so many 
resources to learn about other 
people’s playing and it’s fantastic, 
but you can also get lost in it, and 
before you know it you’re chasing 
what someone else has achieved. 
It’s good to be aware of those 
things and I’ve done it too, where 
you sit down and learn someone’s 
licks because you need to feel it 
under your fingers. But that’s not 
the end of it. For a band, you’ve 
got to get lost in your own little 
world. Practice your arses off, play 
wherever you can and gradually 
you’ll find yourselves. 

“Because sometimes it’s a little 
bit sad to see people who are good 
players, but haven’t actually gone 
beyond the thing of imitating. At 
some point you figure out what is 
you, and it’s not just about what 
you do but what you don’t do; the 
things you avoid.”“You need to focus on your own 

identity… For a band, you’ve got to 
get lost in your own little world”

Carcass’s UK tour starts on 23 October. 
Gentleman’s Pistols’ Hustler’s Row is  
out now on Nuclear Blast.
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Kyle Deek 
Modestep

Kyle’s PRS SE Custom 24 seven-string is 
versatile enough to handle Modestep’s 
fusion of dubstep, drum ’n’ bass and rock

Me and My guitar

“It’s In standard tuning with a low A [AEADGBE]. All of the set is in 
standard tuning, but with some of the heavy drum ‘n’ bass, dubstep 
songs that require me to play in a lower register I can [do it] on the fly. 
I have a PRS six-string as well and sometimes when I’m playing in the 
key of E and I’m rooting, I’ll switch to the six-string so I’m not flapping 
against the seven-string and making myself sound like an idiot.”

“It’s Mahogany-bodied with a maple  
cap and I’ve got a few upgrades on it, too.  
I upgraded the pickups to Bare Knuckle Black 
Hawks and I upgraded to locking tuners. PRS 
were kind enough to send me some for it.”

“PRs have been great to me, 
they’ve sent me a couple of guitars 
now and some great acoustics. 
If you want the Krispy Kreme of 
the PRS guitars you’re talking big 
money, these are made in Korea 
but built to the highest quality.  
I think you can pick this up for 
about £650 now, which is a great 
price and very affordable – because 
it sounds great. I’m happy to 
endorse this particular model 
because you want to inspire a 
generation of kids to play and when 
you’re playing those nice expensive 
models kids can’t get their hands 
on them. But it’s good that they can 
get their hands on these guitars, 
and the quality is superb.

“I thInK I need to get a new 
fret wrap, I’ve wrecked it, but 
they’re great for recording. 
When I’m doing leads I can just 
slide it up and get rid of any 
string noise. I sometimes do 
it live as well if I want to get a 
bit noodly and show off! But it 
usually stays put there.”

“I’ve sanDeD the 
neck down to give it a 
satin feel  because when 
you’re sweating on stage 
you can start to stick 
to the neck. That was 
something I did myself,  
I hope they don’t mind!”

“I’ve been with PRS for about 
a year now, they were kind 
enough to send me two of these.  
I needed a guitar that was going 
to be versatile and roadworthy 
for how hectic the live show can 
be. I needed it to handle every 
sound I could get; anywhere from 
heavy metal to rock, reggae, ska… 
anything. I wanted something 
that would sing. It’s been on a few 
tours now and it’s been great.”

Modestep tour the UK in november.  
see www.modestep.com for more info.

 video 
www.bit.ly/tg273video
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Lydian Mode (Three NoTes Per sTriNg)

Step On It

LydIOhead

LegatO JOe

Give your fingers a stretch and get 
more range out of your Lydian mode 
with this three-note-per-string shape

The Lydian mode is the same as the 
major scale except that it contains 
a #4th interval. This small, vital 

change creates an atmospheric, ethereal 
flavour often heard at the progressive 
end of the musical spectrum. We’ve 
written three licks to help you master 

the scale. Our first example is a 
prog-rock Rush-style riff using the 
lowest three strings. Next is a Joe 
Satriani-style legato run that will help 
you hone your hammer-ons and 
pull-offs. Finally we have a mellow clean 
guitar part in the style of Radiohead.

This Rush-sTyle riff 
will help you get to grips 
with the lower half of the 
shape. Play the initial A 
note with your first finger, 
then play the next two 
notes with your second 
then first fingers. This 
keeps you in position to 
reach the higher notes.

This is a legato lick, 
which means you use 
hammer-ons and pull-offs 
and keep picking to a 
minimum. This technique 
is shown in the notation;  
a slur line extends from 
the first picked note on a 
string over the hammer-
ons and pull-offs.

The lydian mode 
provides a particularly 
otherworldly atmosphere 
here in this chilled out 
Radiohead-style line. Keep 
an eye out for the D# 
notes. These are the 
crucial #4th interval notes 
(as they are in the 
previous licks too).
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T&Cs: The competition is open to UK entrants only. Under 18s must obtain parental consent to enter this competition and be able 
to demonstrate this to Total Guitar’s reasonable satisfaction. Answers must be received between 19/10/2015 and 19/11/2015. 
The winners will be selected at random from all correct entries received between the relevant dates and will be sent the prize 
free of charge. Each winner will be notified within 28 days of the closing date and will be required to give details of a delivery 
address in the UK to which the prize should be sent. By entering this competition, you consent to us using your personal details 
to send you information about products and services of Future and Bare Knuckle Pickups that may be of interest to you. For full 
terms and conditions, please go to: www.futurenet.com/futureonline/competitionrules.asp
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WIN!

PimP that axe with one 
of three sets of PickuPs

Bare KnucKle 
picKups for 
your guitar!

Black hawk  

coBra

coBra t & Piledriver

Bare Knuckle Pickups is celebrating its 10th 
anniversary this year, and if you’ve 

been reading our budget guitars feature with an eye on 
upgrading your pickups, we’ve got a brilliant competition 
lined up for you – regardless of what style of guitar you 
play. By entering below, you can put yourself in line for a 
chance to bag a pair of Bare Knuckles for your guitar. Need 
humbuckers? We’ve got a set of Black Hawks, sporting 
Bare Knuckle’s Radiator covers. Playing a Strat? The 
triple-pronged Cobra Strat single coil set will see you right. 
Finally, Tele players can max out their tonal capacity with 
a Piledriver Tele neck pickup, and the new Cobra T bridge 
single coil. On top of this, each winner will receive a Bare 
Knuckle merch bundle, including a t-shirt, lanyard and 
stickers. Simply answer the question below and follow the 
link to enter the draw for the pickups you want to win. Own 
more than one guitar? You can enter three times if you like!

Which UK guitar legend uses Bare Knuckle pickups in his 
signature Fender guitar?

a Ed Sheeran
b Johnny Marr
c Eric Clapton To enter, head over to bit.ly/tg273bareknuckle
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Baroness
PurPle

It’sbeena rocky road for these
Georgianmetallers –after a2012
buscrash left frontman John
baizleywithabrokenarmand led
to thedepartureofhis rhythm
section,Purplenecessitateda
tremendouspersonal journey.
In contrast to sprawlingYellow&
Green, this latest effort delivers a
moredirect assault,with renewed
focuson theart of the riff.
baronesshallmarksflowthickand
fast –dual guitar solos, tonsof
pedals –alongsidebig keyboards
andanthemicchoruses, resulting
in theirmost immediatealbumto
date.Welcomeback, boys.
MichaelAstley-Brown
Download:Chlorine&Wine

Skindred
Volume

mIkeyDemushasbrought a
sackful of slamming riffs to the
party, and they lead theband
downaheavier andmoreorganic
path. It’smore faithful to their live
sound’surgencycompared to
someof theedge-smoothingon
2013’sKill ThePower,with some
powergroove fromthe90smetal
school onStraight JacketandHit
TheGround.Demus’sdynamics
matchbenjiWebbe’spassionate
deliveryat every turn, andSaying It
Nowproves thatwhen the ragga
metallers gomore traditional rock,
theydo it equallywell.
DavidHands
Download:HitTheGround

Zachmyers,
shinedown
the last
album
i bought…

JASon ISBell
SoMetHIng
More
tHAnFree

“It’s suchan incredible record fora
songwriter tohear.He’s sucha
greatguitarplayer. I sawaquote
fromJohnMayer that said, asa
writer Isbell, “livesata levelwhere
evengreatwriterscanonlyvisit.”
I thought thatwasgreat, especially
fromMayerwho Ialsobelieve–
and Icatcha lotof shit for saying
this – isoneof thegreatest
songwritersof thisgeneration.”

exceptIonAl | excellent | gooD | ForFAnSoF | poor

they’veonlybeengoing for threeyears, but in that time
LAsupergroupTheWineryDogshave soldout shows

around theworld.Sophomore releaseHotStreak
showcasesmore70s-inspiredclassic rock fromguitarist/
singerRichieKotzen,bass tickler and fellowMrBig
alumnusBillySheehan,anddrummerextraordinaireMike
Portnoy.Whilemanywould see those threenameson
paperand fearanhourof self-indulgentmusicianship,
what reallyworks forTheWineryDogs ishoweach
individual strives to serve the song itself, rather than
wrestle eachother inanoverplayingdeathmatch.
InKotzen theyhave theman thathas it all... he can sing
andplaybetter thanmostofus couldevendreamof–and
worstof all lookgoodwhiledoing it. The slippery,
Hendrixian leads that embellish tracks suchasOblivion
andEmpireareasorganicasyoucanget: raw,earthyblues
excelling innote choiceasmuchas technicality,which let’s
face it, is somethingwe’reall guiltyof forgetting fromtime
to time–buthere they really leaveyouwantingmore.
It’s no secret thesedogs came fromafinepedigree indeed,
but in truth, themusic stands tall in its ownright.

AmitSharma Download:Oblivion

TheWineryDogs
HotStreAk



BillygibbonsAndtheBFgs
PerfectamunDo

theZZTopmanhasalwayshinted
skillfully athis variedmusical influences
over theband’smany,manyalbums to
date, and for thisfirst soloouting, he
putshis loveof Latinpercussionand
Cubanmusic front andcentre.Gibbons’
coversofSlimHarpo’sGot Love IfYou
Want ItandLightnin’Hopkins’Baby
PleaseDon’tGobenefit fromthese
flavours, but the frequentheavily
effectedandAutoTunedvocalson the
albumrange fromgrating to straight-up
cringeworthy.Hestill hasagreat ear for
a laid-backbluesy soloand righteous
tones, of course, but theultra-slick
productionhere sapsmuchof the life
outof themusicianship.
BillWeaving
Download:Q-Vo

Defleppard
DeflePParD

DesPItetalkof analbumchock full
of louder andheavyguitarspre-release,
PhilCollenandvivianCampbell’s sound
is as slick andpolishedasever, toour
earsanyway.That said, thatdoesmean
this is unmistakably Leppard fromthe
first note.opener, and leadsingle, Let’s
Goevenborrowsa few licks fromPour
SomeSugarOnMe – if anyonecan,
Leppardcan–butdoesn’t quitedeliver
theknockout chorusof itsmonsterbig
brother. elsewhere, the funkyashell
ManEnoughand thechuggy, arena rock
ofDangerous showthat theLepsare far
fromaspent force– roll onDecember
when theyduke it outwithWhitesnake.
richchamberlain
Download:Dangerous

ryanAdams
1989

negatIVePreconcePtIonsabout
Adamscovering thewholeofTaylor
Swift’s latest albumdobothsongwriters
adisservice.His reworkingscasther
euphoricpop inadark, vulnerable light,
andwithAllYouHadToDoWasStayand
I Know Places his band resurrect deeper
cuts asastirring lostU2anthemand
country-rockdrivetime respectively.
ThoughAdamsandTodWisenbaker are
clearlyhaving fun throwing layeredmarr
arpeggio shapes intoWildestDreams
andClean,while the straighterpiano
ballad takeonThis Loveoverweighs the
maudlinbalancesomewhat. but this
1989 is still engaging overall, andmade
withgenuine loveandconviction.
roblaing
Download:AllYouHadToDoWasStay

nothingButthieves
nothIngbutthIeVes

thIssouthenDbandarehard topin
down; theyconfidently leap fromroyal
blood-stylebluster (BanAll TheMusic)
toblissed-outbuckley-meets-
radiohead (If IGetHigh, LoverPlease
Stay) andevenabit of beat-ledelectro
popwithHostage. JoeLangridge-brown
andDomCraikdeliver theversatility
these songsdemand, and it underpins
a striking songwriting confidencehere
for ayoungband.Hookafterhook is
showcasedby their acecard; the
versatile tenorofConormason, adding
somehaunting resonance to thesmart
popofGraveyardWhistling. Avery
impressivedebut.
roblaing
Download:TripSwitch

WIN!
ROTOSOUND’S SUMMER BLOCKBUSTER

10,000 CHANCES TO WIN!

WORLD FAMOUS MUSIC STRINGS
WWW.ROTOSOUND.COM

FACEBOOK.COM/ROTOSOUND
TWITTER.COM/ROTOSOUND_UK

UK, CI, IOM RESIDENTS. U16’S WILL REQUIRE PARENTAL
CONSENT. CLOSES 31/10/15. ENTER YOUR DETAILS AND
CODE ONLINE TO FIND OUT IF YOU ARE A WINNER. TO

ENTER AND FOR FULL T&C’S SEE WWW.ROTOSOUND.COM

PRIZES
INCLUDE

1x FENDER
AMERICAN STANDARD

STRATOCASTER

1x FENDER
AMERICAN STANDARD

PRECISION BASS

1x FAITH FV VENUS
ELECTRO ACOUSTIC GUITAR

1x ORANGE CRUSH PRO
CR120C GUITAR AMP

1x AMPEG BA210V2 BASS AMP

PLUS 100’S OF OTHER PRIZES TO BE
WON INCLUDING PEDALS, STRAPS,
TUNERS AND STRING CLEANERS.
10,000 PLECTRUMS TO BE GIVEN

AWAY IN SPECIAL PACKS

SEE OUR SPECIAL
STICKERED PACKS -
ASK YOUR DEALER



Rory Gallagher’s Gretsch 
Corvette was bought 
from an LA pawn shop
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R o R y ’ s  G l o R i e s
Hello //Total Guitar//, I recently saw a picture of 
rory Gallagher in a magazine playing what 
looks like an old Gretsch Corvette. Do you 
guys happen to know anything about this?  
I thought the man only played his famous 
road-worn Strat, and the odd acoustic of 
course. I’m intrigued!
Martin thorpe, via email

Hi Martin, Rory was indeed best known for his Strat, but he 
also had a pretty substantial collection of ‘other’ guitars that 
he played at various times on tour or in the studio, including 
Teisco ('65 TRG-1), Supro ('63 Dual Tone), Airline (JB Hutto), 
and the 1963 Gretsch Corvette you mention. The guitar in 
question was purchased by Rory’s brother, Donal Gallagher 
from a pawn shop in LA for just $50, which was such a 
bargain, Donal recalls making Rory drive away from the shop 
as fast as he could in case the owner changed his mind! The 
guitar featured an after-market P-90 pickup and was used 
for playing slide on Bullfrog Blues. It was usually tuned to G or 
A with 0.013 to 0.050 gauge strings. Here’s a nice detailed 
shot of the guitar!

   letter  

A l l  A b o u t  t h A t  b A s s
Woooooo Total Guitar, you have 
surpassed yourself with issue 
272! I don’t normally write into the 
magazine, although I have been  
an aging subscriber for several 
years, however just received this 
morning and couldn’t put it 
down. The inclusion of Total Guitar 
Presents Bass was amazing. I’m 

normally a 
six-string guy 
but think I will 
buy myself  
a wee bass 
guitar so I can 
start running 
through these 
exercises, and 
it’s fantastic to 
get an insight 
into these 
incredible 

bass players. Also cant wait to get 
into the Keith richards open G 
tuning lesson. So many fantastic 
articles and exercises this month 
that I had to write to let you know. 
very refreshing.
JiM Lochhead, via email

G e t  y o u R  F i x
Hi guys, it’d be really good to have 
a feature on how to set up a guitar. 
It’s something people seem to be 
afraid of and even advise against 
getting involved with. but a solid 
method of safely setting up a 
guitar could save us all a bit of 
money and give us a chance to 
experiment with different actions 
and so on. I for one haven’t really 
had the chance to work out 
whether I prefer a super-low 
action, or a slightly higher one, and 

I’d love to work it out for myself! 
Please, please, please help!
chris triM, via email

Hi Chris, never fear, our long-standing 
maintenance columns will hopefully be 
returning in the new year!

b A s s  u p  i n  y o ’  F A c e
Hi TG, just wanted to say thanks 
again for the bass mini-mag in 
issue 272, I’d love to see more of 
these in the future. I’ve always 
preferred learning riffs and songs 
from TG rather than the web or 
phone apps. It’s so much better, 
thanks! How about some Iron 
maiden – a Steve Harris special for 
the next one!
richard sMith

Thanks to all of you who wrote in with 
suggestions for TG Presents Bass, we 
always love hearing your feedback!

No, Tony, I AM 
Iron Man!

Do you want to see 
more bass in future?

  hot shots  

s t A R  p R i z e ! 
TC Electronic TonePrint pedal
Take your pick from TC’s TonePrint series, including 
the Corona Chorus, Flashback Delay, Hall of Fame 
reverb and more! www.tcelectronic.com

CHooSE youR PRIzE

andy hunter, 
via email

Send us your pics and win 
an orange amp worth £199!
email your shots to us with your full 
name and address. The best wins an 

orange Crush 35rT amp.

www.orangeamps.com

THIS 
MonTH’S 

wInnER 

totalguitar@futurenet.com
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Words: Amit Sharma    Portrait: Joby Sessions

surviving
Hard-rockin’ soul sensations Vintage Trouble have won fans all around the 

world with their incredible shows; blistering blues guitarist Nalle Colt shares 

the 10 live lessons he’s learned to help you brew up a storm onstage, too

interview  vintage trouble
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doing four residencies in LA every week, we 
were playing that much. Our whole energy 
was born from the audience, almost like they 
were helping us keep it rolling! We brought 
that in right away because the joy of music is 
incredible. It’s a boy’s dream to be on stage, 
rocking out, travelling, seeing the world... And 
to see how you make other people happy? 
That’s the amazing bit, so have fun with it.”

  3 Be PrePared 
for When 
things   
go Wrong

Because you can almost guarantee that at 
some point, things will go wrong
“When you’re an electric guitar player, the 
biggest worry is always having problems with 
the instruments and gear. Because you’re 
relying on electrical parts and it has to work! 
I’m very in tune with the gear I need, I have a 
very specific set up so when shit goes wrong 
and things aren’t working... it’s less 
threatening. It’s a worry because naturally you 
want everything to function exactly as you 
hoped. And believe me, I’m a lot calmer when 

W hether they’re bringing 
the boogie downstairs  
in smoky basement bars 

or taking blues to new limits on 
stadium tours with the legends of 
old, Vintage Trouble are undisputed 
masters of the stage. They’ve only 
been around for five years, having 
formed in Los Angeles during the 
summer of 2010, but in that time 
they’ve supported Bon Jovi, The 
Who, and more recently AC/DC, in 
some of the world’s biggest venues. 
It’s the kind of start that would sit 
firmly beyond most band’s wildest 
dreams, simply just too good to ever 
be true. And naturally, you could bet 
your bottom dollar the quartet have 
learned a thing or two along the 
way. Founding guitarist Nalle Colt 
sits down with TG to share his 10 
best lessons about stagecraft and 
becoming a better live musician…

  1 alWays find 
time for 
yourself

Work to be at one with your instrument
“There are so many people backstage, 
especially at stadium shows or festivals. The 
press, other bands, your friends… everybody 
wants to come say hey. For me, I try to take my 
guitar to an empty space somewhere, breathe 
and play. Just noodle, it’s not important what 
you play. Just be at one with the guitar. Before 
shows you can get wound up if everyone’s 
around you and even more so if you’re playing 
an important show. So the main thing I’d 
recommend is a wind-down, like an almost 
meditational moment with your guitar. Just  
sit down strum a chord and think about the 
set. Is there a little run you’re not sure on that 
you could reacquaint yourself with? I need 
that 40-minute chill-out time!” 

  2 don’t  
forget to 
have fun

Music is entertainment, after all…
“Vintage Trouble were born on stage. We 
rehearsed for three weeks and then realised 
this band belonged on stage, we figured it 
would just work itself out. We needed to play 
three hours and only had about eight songs,  
so we had to stretch it all out. Soon we were 

everything’s working properly. Try to rely less 
on equipment because it always will go wrong 
some day. And when it does go wrong, you  
just gotta handle it and try your best to keep  
on playing.” 

  4 looks are 
imPortant
 When Vintage Trouble enter 
the room, you instantly know 

that they’re in a band…
“When you’re starting a band, you’re on the 
hunt for those other people that really fit. 
When we first got together something really 
connected us… the music, the visuals, all of it. 
I want to see a band before they play and 
think, ‘I like their style already, they must be 
good!’ So we were talking about clothes and 
design early on. I do a lot of graphic arts, I love 
that stuff as well as playing guitar. I always 
loved old mug shots of the Mafia members, 
dressed up like bad motherfuckers. And guys 
like Little Richard, Chuck Berry, BB King, they 
all dressed up and will always look kinda 
timeless. So we dress similar but all in our own 
style and that makes us feel more connected.  
It feels like it’s working!”

music is entertainment, so 
don’t forget to have fun 

when you’re on stage!

“try to rely less on gear  
 because it always will  
 go wrong some day”  



the bigger the gig, the 
more expressive you have 
to be to engage the crowd
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  5 just Be 
yourself
Because there’s just no 
point in being a copycat 

“It’s so important to have guitar heroes 
that you look up to. We all do, right? But make 
sure you find your own thing, don’t ever copy 
someone to the final detail. Get inspiration, 
listen to Angus Young and steal his riffs. I do 
every day! But make them yours. There are so 
many guitar players out there, it’s important to 
stand out. And there’s so much to get inspired 
from, if you put it all in a pot and stir it 
around… you’ll become your own thing. 
There are kids online that can play Steve Vai 
stuff perfectly… it’s incredible but that’s 
already Steve Vai’s thing. You can only be a 
lookalike. Be you. It doesn’t matter if you’re 
not the best player in the world – I’ve proved 
that. Rock out, have a good time and don’t be 
afraid to express yourself.”

 6 Be PrePared 
to Play 
through 
anything

If you can only play using certain gear, you 
might not be able to play at all…
“Just recently we played on a TV show, which 
meant I had to fly out with my pedalboard. We 
were playing with AC/DC later that day, but 
our flight got delayed, the gear never made it. 
We grab some guitars, run to the stage and 
play. We didn’t know what to do or what 
equipment we were using in front of 60,000 
people. And your bandmates will never 
understand, they’re like, ‘Well there’s an amp, 
just play!’ Easy for them to say! [laughs] It was 
frightening, I just had to plug into the first 
thing I saw and turn it to 10. What else were 
we to do? Not play in front of 60,000 people?”

 7 tailor 
yourself  
to the gig

Amplify yourself to win over crowds
“We set up for any gig like we’re in a blues bar. 
My amps are right next to the drums, we’re 
locked in super tight together. We bring a red 
Persian rug that’s like our centre spot. The 
difference with playing to 100,000 people at 
stadiums is you have to be bolder, louder and 
step up if you want to connect. Every little 
move has got to be perfect, like when you were 
a little kid practising in front of the mirror. All 
your expressions need to be bigger because 
the audience are further away. Trust me,  
AC/DC have it down, because they’ve been 
doing stadiums for the last 30-odd years!”

  8 try to find 
your oWn  
guitar tone 

Nalle found his with a Leslie speaker
“I love my Vibratone so much, I have it on all 
the time and it’s become one of the main 
staples of my sound to the point where it’s 
inspired how I play. They were made by 
Fender between 1967 to 1972 and there’s a 
speaker with a drum in front of it that can go 
slow or fast. You can really hear it going up and 
down in speed and create this organ-like 
chorus effect. Which is great because I’m huge 
fan of the B3 organ sound, there’s so much 
energy to it. The whole concept of there being 

an old motor inside spinning this thing 
around… I just think that’s really cool!” 

 9 take in as 
much as  
you can

Absorb the world around you for influence
“We’re fortunate enough to have toured the 
world several times, so it’s cool when you 
revisit places. It’s like you arrive in Tokyo and 
you’re like, ‘Hey, I know where the good 
restaurants are!’  I love getting lost in a city like 
Barcelona and try to find some good wine bars 
or awesome flamenco music. I like to let things 
rub off on me, for example Latin music is a 
huge part of me. I can’t play flamenco for shit, 
but I love watching it. Those guys are so cool 
– they’re like warlords! After seeing them I go 
home and think ‘Shall I just give up now?!’”

 10 simPle is 
often 
the Best

Don’t overcomplicate your gear
“It’s a simple force, man. As a guitar player, it’s 
so easy to get confused with all the gear 
available to you. There are all these pedals and 
sounds and bullshit. We were watching Angus 
on the AC/DC tour and saw it was just a guitar, 
an amp and him. It’s all about the playing, 
nothing to do with any effects. Just the 
simplicity of just the music, and he’ll do it for 
two hours straight without stopping. Okay, it’s 
not rocket science guitar, but it doesn’t need to 
be: Angus is one of the best. And that’s all I’ve 
wanted with Vintage Trouble – to be raw and 
focus on the basics of music itself.”

Vintage Trouble’s 1 Hopeful Road is out now 
on Blue Note Records.©
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 “it’s all about the   
 playing, nothing to do   

 with any effects”  
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ew
There are so many sub-£500 guiTars ouT 

There, how do you pick The righT one for 

you? never fear, Tg is here wiTh 30 awesome 

elecTrics from five classic Types for you To 

Try. Turn The page To meeT your nexT guiTar…
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this is the real world, so when picking the 
guitars, we threw out the list prices, and 
instead scoured the web to track down the 
best prices, which you’ll see next to each 
entry. all the guitars were in stock and 
ready to be bought at the time of writing, 
so there’s nothing stopping you!

 About our choices 



S-type
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The Jimi 
hendrix 
experience
Little Wing
arguably the 
most iconic 
strat player 
ever gives us 
one of the most 
iconic, imitated strat tones ever. 
Jimi’s most famous ballad is a 
work of languid beauty, seeing 
him coax pure gold out of a 60s 
strat through a Leslie speaker. 

derek  
And The 
dominos
Layla
Eric Clapton 
used his famous 
‘Brownie’ strat 
to sublime 
effect in this 
air-guitar staple, trading 
muscular, chunky licks and 
wailing solos with slide legend 
Duane allman. 

red hoT 
chili 
peppers
Under The 
Bridge
He may have 
played a Jaguar 
in the video, 
but don’t be 
fooled – Frusciante’s a Hendrix 
disciple, and from the crystal 
clear intro riff to the just-
breaking-up chordal riffs and 
chorus, this one’s pure strat.

Biffy clyro
Mountains
simon Neil has 
the ability to 
make a bog 
standard strat 
sound utterly 
massive, and 
that skill is  
never more evident than here. 

dAfT punk
Get Lucky
Need funky 
guitar? Call Nile 
rodgers! Daft 
Punk did, and 
the disco 
legend rocked 
up to the studio 
with his ‘Hitmaker’ strat and a 
right hand blessed by the gods 
of groove themselves – the 
result: a modern pop classic.

eSSential liStening 
The strat has been at the 
forefront of guitar tone 
since its inception. here 
are five examples of 
killer s-type tone

  
Guitars 

 Body 
Typical Strat bodies are 
built for comfort and 
playability. The double-
cutaway allows access to 
both sides of the dusty end 
of the neck, and the 
contours make it snug for 
your gut and forearm. The 
original Strats were made 
of ash, but Fender started 
using alder in 1954, and it’s 
been a mainstay ever since

 Floating Tremolo 
Also known as the 
whammy bar, trem arm or 
er, wang bar, Leo famously 
misnamed the pitch-
bending device on the 
Stratocaster – tremolo 
refers to a pulsing volume 
rather than pitch – but it’s 
stuck ever since. The 
vibrato on modern-day 
Strats is fine for gentle 
flutters, but if you’re gonna 
be dive-bombing you might 
want to look at a Floyd 
rose-equipped axe 
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 Neck 
modern affordable Strats are 
usually fitted with a crowd-
pleasing C-shaped neck profile, 
and a medium fingerboard radius 
to keep things comfortable while 
making bigger string bends sing. 
It’s the perfect middle ground for 
most players, but there are some 
more niche neck shapes available

 Leo Fender’s 
design remains the 
most iconic electric 

guitar ever. Here 
are the key S-type 

features…

 Pickups 
The classic 
three-single coil 
configuration is 
what you’ll find 
– and probably 
want – from most 
S-types. These 
are controlled by 
a five-position 
selector, a volume 
and two tone 
controls. Some 
S-types feature 
humbucking 
pickups for a 
beefier rock 
sound, and these 
can often be split 
to still deliver the 
classic Strat tone  

What to look for
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Fender’s Standard series is the go-to for 
guitarists wanting bang-for-buck with  
a Fender logo on their headstock. The 

Standard packs all the Strat hallmarks – that 
contoured body design, the triple-single coil/
five-way selector and Synchronised Tremolo 
whammy bar. You can choose from five safe 
finishes (all in a hard-wearing modern 

polyester lacquer), with either a rosewood or 
maple (for a slightly brighter tone) fingerboard.    

Purists may get sniffy about the mexican-
made origins of this guitar, but if you want US, 
you’ll need to fatten your wallet. The Standard 
is a workhorse that we’ve encountered in the 
hands of pro players in live situations from 
pubs to large festivals. one of the things that 

makes the Standard such a popular choice is 
the fact that it’s a rock-solid canvas that can be 
the perfect modding guitar. So, if you want to 
tweak the visuals, hardware or pickups as and 
when you feel you’ve outgrown them, you can 
do so knowing that you’re not applying lipstick 
to a pig. It’s called the Standard for a reason. 
The perfect entry-point into the big-F family.

The Strat is the most widely imitated 
guitar ever made, with almost every 
brand producing their own take on the 

S-type. However, if you’re on a budget, we’d 
look no further than Squier’s Classic vibe 
series. Squier is owned by Fender, and is 
therefore the only other brand that can call its 

S-type a Strat. It also means that six decades  
of r&D has trickled down to produce a quality 
guitar at a price that will make you feel like you 
ripped-off the shopkeeper. The Classic vibe 
models are arguably more visually interesting 
than some Fender guitars, offering aged 
plastics, tinted necks and matching 

headstocks. The Strat 50s sports vintage-style 
single coils, with a focus on clarity and sustain, 
rather than a fierce output. It also has a 
50s-correct maple fretboard, making this 
guitar great if you’re after decent clean/crunch 
sounds. If you’re looking for something with a 
raunchier tone, check out the 60s version.

 on a Budget 

 the ClassiC ChoiCe 

FeNder ModerN 
PLayer SHorT 
ScaLe £300
The Modern Player line 
offers iconic shapes with 
tweaked features. Here, 
the Strat is shrunk to a 
shorter scale; ideal for 
little people, or the 

small-handed. you also 
get a Guild anti-Hum 
pickup in the bridge 
position for noise-free 
rock tones. These were  a 
Special run, but they are 
still out there, so you’ll 
need to move fast to bag a 
‘real’ Fender for £300!

Wild
cardS

Want your S-type to be a little 
different? Try these!

Fender standard
stratocaster BeST price   £470

Maintaining standards

squier Classic Vibe
stratocaster 50s BeST price   £340

personality, tone, and change from £350
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The Stratocaster is known for its 
versatility: “If you can’t do it on a Strat,  
it ain’t worth doing” is basically the 

concept of a lot of players’ thinking. Well, just 
to be doubly sure, Squier makes a Swiss Army 
Knife of a Strat in the Deluxe. rather than being 
overly ‘metal’, the Deluxes gives you a more 
flexible configuration, with a blinged-up 

presentation to boot. Tonally, it all comes from 
the HSH (humbucker/single coil/humbucker) 
pickup configuration, equipping you for pretty 
much any cover your band is likely to throw at 
you. Those humbuckers can also be split to 
revert back to traditional Strat sounds in the 
neck and bridge postion. visually, the Strat is 
most often associated with either solid colours 

or sunburst finishes. Here, though, Squier has 
skinned the basswood body with a flamed 
maple veneer, and to make sure it really pops, 
the whole lot is covered with a transparent 
finish. Finally, you also get an extra fret (22) to 
the traditional Strat’s 21. With a street price of 
around £329, the Squier Deluxe should have 
you covered for a range of styles. neat! 

GUiTar SHoP 
aMMo

 trying out an s-type? give tg’s hendrix-inspired 
 rhythm and riffing a whirl when you’re auditioning 

 your new affordable double-cut 
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Notes: 

WHeTHer yoU’re into rock, funk, country, blues or even jazz, an s-type could be the guitar for you. Here, we’ve taken inspiration from Jimi Hendrix’s aggressive 
blues-rock rhythm work. the 7#9 chord is pure Jimi (albeit in the less well-known shape here) and we’ve dialed in the all-important medium gain crunch tone.

yaMaHa 
PaciFica 
112V £198
The Pacifica 112V has 
been an entry-level 
staple since 1992. it may 
not lay claim to vintage 
appointments, and the 
Japanese giant can 

sometimes appear 
anodyne, but that’s why 
it’s a classic. For just 
under £200, you can 
pick up a comfortable, 
nicely playable and 
decent sounding S-type 
that’ll see you through 
for years.

cHaPMaN 
ML-1 £419
you might know rob 
‘chappers’ chapman from 
his youTube demos. 
chappers launched his 
own guitar company three 
years ago, and the ML-1 
was designed by 

committee using the hive 
mind of hundreds of 
thousands of youTube 
followers. The result is an 
extremely well made 
S-style guitar with a bridge 
humbucker, Wilkinson 
hardware and a 
competitive price tag.

hendrix-style riff

squier Deluxe
stratocaster HsH BeST price   £329

Do it all for less!

TrackS 15-16
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From blues to 
metal, the dual-

humbucker 
single-cut is a 

rock-guitar 
 staple

The Rolling 
SToneS
(I Can’t  
Get No) 
Satisfaction
Keith richards 
recorded the 
Satisfaction riff 
with his Les 
Paul running through a Maestro 
Fuzz-tone trying to sketch out  
a horn part. thank the rock gods 
his bandmates convinced him 
to stick with the guitar riff… 

FleeTwood 
Mac
Oh Well
the neck  
pickup on Peter 
Green’s ’59 Les 
Paul was wired 
incorrectly, 
creating the 
unique ‘out of phase’ sound 
here. Cue millions of guitarists 
replicating the ‘mistake’…

led Zeppelin
Whole  
Lotta Love
For Zep’s 
second album, 
Jimmy Page 
turned to a ’59 
LP he’d bought 
off Joe Walsh. 
He stuck it through a Marshall 
stack, cranked it up, and played 
the legendary descending riff…  

gunS n’ 
RoSeS
Welcome To 
The Jungle
is slash playing 
a Kris Derrig LP 
copy here? Or 
is it something 
else? Nobody 
really knows for sure, but you 
can’t deny the tone that slab of 
wood produced when matched 
with a modded Marshall head 
– it was the rocket that fired 
Appetite For Destruction into  
the stratosphere.

oZZy 
oSbouRne
Crazy Train
While randy 
rhoads would 
become more 
associated with 
Vs later, the 
saturated, 
crushing riff of Ozzy’s statement 
solo hit was conjured using his 
trusty ’72 Les Paul Custom.  

essential listening 
The most famous rock 
guitar of all time has, got 
a few belters in its huge 
back catalogue…

30 guitars under £500  lp-style guitars
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 Neck 
Like the body, a single-cut’s neck is usually 
mahogany, and often glued (set), rather 
than bolted. The classic scale length for 
22-fret single-cuts is Gibson’s 24.75 inches 
– less than typical Fender scale lengths. To 
compensate for the string tension, they’re 
often strung with heavier-gauge wires

 Pickups 
early Les Pauls were fitted 
with P-90 single coils, 
giving a beefed-up sound 
compared to those found 
in a Strat. but come 1956, 
the Les Paul became 
known for the fat, 
hum-free sound of Seth 
Lover’s PAF (Patent 
Applied For) humbucking 
pickup. modern single-
cuts often include a coil 
split switch, giving you the 
versatility of single coils 
and humbuckers in the 
same guitar

 Bridge 
LP-style guitars 
often sport the 
trusty tune-o-
matic bridge and 
stop tailpiece. The 
six saddles can  
be adjusted 
individually for 
intonation, but 
not for height, as 
on a Strat bridge

 Controls 
The two humbuckers are 
switched by a three-way 
toggle switch, and different 
single-cuts will offer 
different control layouts. 
most common is two 
volume/two tone controls, 
however some single-cuts 
will feature two volumes/
one tone, one volume/one 
tone, or sometimes just one 
master volume control

 Body 
The classic single-cut 
comprises a mahogany 
body, and often a maple 
cap to add some brightness 
to the sound, while giving 
some extra visual bling 
(although affordable 
versions may use a thinner 
maple veneer, or even 
forego it entirely). Les Paul’s 
original body design was a 
solid slab of wood, but 
many modern LP-style 
single-cuts feature 
weight-relief chambering

What to look for
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Wild
cards

Noel Gallagher recorded most of 
Definitely Maybe with an epi LP, so 
they’ve never been slouches, but the 

Les Paul Custom Pro kicks things up a gear or 
two. Les Paul originally designed the Custom to 
be the ultimate in electric guitar luxury, and it’s 
always remained an expensive model (current 
Gibson versions will set you back over £2,000 

more than this one!) but despite this, the 
Custom was adopted by everyone from Keith 
richards  to the Sex Pistols’ Steve Jones, to 
Dave Grohl – it’s like the LP Standard’s 
tab-smokin’ ne’er-do-well cousin. 

Standard Custom appointments include 
block (instead of trapezoid) fretboard inlays, 
the ‘split diamond’ inlay on the headstock, gold 

hardware and black or white finishes, and this 
epiphone has got the lot plus more! Those 
volume controls are push-pull pots, which split 
the coils of the burstbucker Pro pickups for 
single-coil sounds. meanwhile, if you yank the 
neck tone control, it’ll flip the pickups out-of-
phase – just like on the famous ‘Greeny’ Les 
Paul. All that and a hard case, too? mental!

We’ll let you in on a little secret; the 
vintage v100 is one of the best 
budget single-cuts of the last 

decade. Why? Well, first off, the ‘Lemon Drop’ 
has been modelled after one of the most 
famous Les Pauls in history: a ’59 known as 
Greeny. It was owned by Peter Green, then 

Gary moore, and currently, Kirk Hammett. 
Greeny was special. Aside from the fact that it 
was made in the holy grail year of Les Pauls, 
due to an anomaly with the pickups being 
out-of-phase with each other, it was capable of 
producing some killer honky, bell-like tones in 
the middle position. The Lemon Drop captures 

this, and comes loaded with quality Wilkinson 
pickups and hardware and a cool  distressed 
finish, which seeks to emulate that of a faded 
’59 Sunburst. Finally, consider the price, 
especially if you shop around as we have – it’s  
a steal for anyone who’s after classic rock tone, 
but also likes to eat at least once a day.

Epiphone Les Paul 
Custom Pro Best price   £440

Vintage icon V100 
‘Lemon Drop’ Best price   £260

Lp ’phone home…

this Lemon is drizzling with tone…

LTD EC-256  
£300
The LTD’s LP inspiration  
is plain to see, with a 
maple-capped mahogany 
body and twin 
humbuckers, but it’s a 
versatile little beast, too, 
thanks to the nicely voiced 

LH-150 humbuckers, and a 
coil-tapped tone control 
for single-coil sounds.  
The more drastic pointy 
cutaway also gives you 
better access to the upper 
frets, making this a perfect 
budget single-cut for 
those who want to shred. 

 on a Budget 

 the ClassiC ChoiCe 

Guitars that do the Lp thing, but 
a little bit differently…
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In these austere times, you might think that 
a great guitar is out of reach for not a lot of 
cash. but you don’t build guitars, Paul reed 

Smith does – and he disagrees. For 2015, PrS 
took its already balance sheet-defying Se line, 
and shaved the price even further with the Se 
Standard Series. PrS is often saddled with the 
‘uncool’ label. often by people with hipster 

moustaches, bands named ‘Hedges’ or 
‘bumclags’ and knackered 60s guitars that 
barely last a gig. We feel sorry for them, 
because they’ll never realise the joy of not 
struggling with their tuning and intonation, or 
playing a neck that’s comfortable straight out 
of the box. Sure, you won’t find much retro 
Americana here, but iPhones aren’t retro 

either, and they’ve sold quite a lot of them… 
We understand, ‘modern’ and ‘sleek’ can veer 
towards ‘sterile’, but look at what you get for 
400 quid: solid mahogany body, decent PrS 
245 humbuckers, the no-nonsense PrS 
Stoptail bridge, a choice of five beautiful 
finishes and a sturdy PrS gigbag. You will have 
to live with those bird inlays, though…

Prs sE standard 245 
Best price   £400

the ‘other’ paul…

IBaNEz ROaDCORE 
RC320M £300
You may wonder what  
the Roadcore, with its 
Fender-like bolt-on neck, 
25.5-inch scale and offset 
body, is doing here. But 
with a mahogany body, 
twin humbuckers and 

tune-o-matic bridge, it’s 
an interesting hybrid 
between Gibson and 
Fender designs, and an 
absolutely incredible 
guitar to boot. It might not 
be a single-cut, but for 
barely £300, it’s a 
must-try for LP fans.

 the alternative 

GRETSCH 
ELECTROMaTIC 
PRO JET 
G5435T £350
The Jet offers a retro take 
on the single-cut format, 
perfect for everything 
from indie to heavy rock, 
and the rockabilly twang 

that Gretsch is famous for, 
courtesy of the chambered 
basswood body Black Top 
Filter’Tron pickups and 
Bigsby vibrato. You can 
pick up a hardtail version 
for less, but if you’re going 
to be different, we say go 
the whole hog!

 trying out a les paul? get the classic rock  
 solo vibe as you get Jimmy page’s pentatonic  

 prowess under your belt 
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Les Paul - Steal Their Style
Cover Feature

Contributor:Page 1 of 1
Notes: 

THE ROaR of a Les Paul has been a driving force in rock, and tG’s Jimmy Page-inspired lick should help you hone your blues-rock mojo. Bar 1 is a simple repeating 
line (if you can play the first five notes you can play it all); bar 2 is more of a challenge so practise slowly and notice how it follows a series of three-note phrases.

GuITaR SHOP 
aMMO

Led Zep-styLe riff

30 guitars under £500  lp-style guitars

tracks 17-18
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t-type



  
Guitars 

Leo Fender’s 
original is the 

best there is for 
many players. 

Here’s the T-type 
 lowdown Led ZeppeLin

Good Times, 
Bad Times
He later became 
one of the Les 
Paul’s most 
famous users, 
but Jimmy 
Page invented 
hard rock with a telecaster, 
which he used for almost every 
guitar part on the first Zep 
album.

Queen 
Crazy Little 
Thing  
Called Love
Nope, it’s not 
his famous red 
special – Brian 
May borrowed 
roger taylor’s 
tele to record the classic 
rockabilly-style solo on Queen’s 
1980 megahit. 

Rage 
against the 
Machine
Killing In  
The Name
When it was 
drop D time, 
tom Morello 
turned to his trusty 
standard tele ‘sendero 
Luminoso’ – proof positive that a 
single coil-loaded tele can still 
deliver crushing riffs.

Jeff BuckLey
Hallelujah
With its delicate 
fingerpicked 
chords, played 
on a tele with 
buckets of 
reverb from  
an alesis 
Quadraverb rackmount unit, 
Buckley’s timeless rendition of 
Leonard Cohen’s original is an 
exercise in fragile simplicity. 

Radiohead
My Iron Lung
tele-addict 
Johnny 
Greenwood put 
his trusty 1990 
tele Plus 
(modded with 
Lace sensor 
pickups and a kill switch) 
through a Digitech Whammy to 
create the otherworldly 
arpeggios in the verses.

essential listening 
one of the most 
versatile guitars ever, 
the tele has been used 
on thousands of hits – 
here’s a few…

30 Guitars under £500  t-type Guitars
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 Bridge 
‘Classic’ examples of the Tele 
bridge usually offer three 
saddles (two-per string), 
whereas modern versions give 
you six individual saddles.  
The obvious benefit of this is 
that you can adjust the height 
and intonation of each string 
independently, however 
traditionalists swear by the 
resonant qualities of the classic 
three-saddle design

 Pickups 
Telecasters are known for 
their versatility. The bright 
twang from the bridge 
single coil can be clear, 
aggressive or chimey 
depending on how you 
manipulate it. The neck 
pickup is where you’ll find 
those classic woody Fender 
sounds, and it sounds 
brilliant for playing lead 
stuff too.

 Slab body 
The Telecaster’s slab body 
is most commonly cut from 
ash, alder or pine. It’s a 
simple shape that has stuck 
ever since it’s introduction 
thanks to its agile weight 
and easy access. Unlike the 
Stratocaster, the Telecaster 
body doesn’t usually 
feature arm or belly carves.

What to look for
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We’ve already extolled the virtues of 
Fender’s Standard series in our 
S-type round-up, but when it 

comes to Teles, the point bears repeating.  
The Standard Tele comes in a choice of    
five different finishes (each with maple 
fingerboards), and you get the mainstays of  
the Telecaster design: the slab body, the dual 

single coils, the classic headstock shape.  
The bridge is a modern six-saddle design 
offering greater adjustment than three-saddle 
vintage-style Telecaster bridges, and you get 
the standard Tele control layout of volume, 
tone and three-position paddle switch. one  
of the Standard’s greatest attributes, though,  
is that neck. It remains one of the most 

comfortable (in our opinion) that you can get 
at this price point, and after playing a number 
of these guitars over the last decade, we’re yet 
to come across one that we didn’t like. The 
Standard Telecaster embodies everything 
that’s great about the series – it’s affordable, 
consistent, flexible and represents brilliant 
value for money.  

ESP might be more associated with metal, 
but the Japanese firm’s first instruments 
were custom jobs for clients such as 

Helmet’s Paige Hamilton, and rolling Stone 
ronnie Wood. The Te-202 is from eSP’s 
affordable LTD line, and there’s no hiding its 
pedigree, but it takes inspiration from multiple 

Telecasters at once. The neck humbucker gives 
it a Custom vibe, while the control layout is 
more like a traditional Tele. The neck offers a 
slim profile with a modern 14-inch radius for 
bigger bends higher up the neck, and given 
eSP/LTD’s heavy heritage, it’s not surprising 
that those ceramic-magnet pickups pack a 

spiky punch. The distressed finish thing isn’t 
for everyone, but the Te-202 delivers the 
goods well enough, making it one of the few 
distressed finishes available at this price point. 
If you’d prefer a straight colour, you can get it in 
red or black. A T-shaped guitar by any other 
name? ron would.    

Fender standard
telecaster Best price   £330

the standard delivers

 the ClassiC ChoiCe 

 on a BudGet 

Wild
cards

three ts that throw a little 
spice into the classic recipe…

CorT/MaNSoN 
MBC-1 £499
Cash-strapped Muse fans 
had their prayers answered 
earlier this year with the 
MBC-1 – a joint venture 
between Manson, the Devon 
boutique luthier that makes 
Matt Bellamy’s axes, and 

asian guitar giant Cort. 
While not strictly a T-shape, 
it does lean that way, and is 
also a cracking guitar for the 
money. Stripped back in the 
right places, but packing the 
quality where it counts, we’d 
strongly recommend the 
MBC-1, Muse fan or not.

LtD tE-202 Best price   £270

An LtD that’s not limited
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In 1972, Fender took the Telecaster and 
tweaked it to produce three variations on 
the theme. The Thinline featured a 

semi-hollow body and dual humbuckers, the  
Deluxe incorporated a pair of ‘Wide range’ 
humbucking pickups, and the Custom kept the 
distinctive Tele bridge pickup while replacing 
the neck unit with a Wide range humbucker. 

The Custom soon found its way into the hands 
of players wanting an alternative – Keef, The 
edge, Graham Coxon and Thom Yorke are just 
a few ‘Custom-ers’. Squier’s vintage modified 
Tele Custom recreates the functionality at a 
bargain price: modern Wide range humbucker, 
bridge-position Duncan Designed Te-101 
single coil, two tone/two volume controls, 

three-position switch and the full-face 
scratchplate. Some tone purists say Fender’s 
modern Wide range humbucker lacks 
authentic tonal characteristics of the original. 
This may or may not be a problem for you, but 
there are many quality after-market 
recreations available that you could easily 
upgrade it with at a later date.    

squier Vintage Modified 
telecaster Custom Best price   £315

Humbucker-ing the trend
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Telecaster - Mod Fig2
Cover Feature

Contributor:Page 1 of 1
Notes: 

THE TELE’S twin single coils have always delivered a hefty dose of mids and cutting treble, making it ideal for players wanting to deliver fat, biting rhythm parts. 
Here, we’ve taken inspiration from tele-toting mod-fathers Paul Weller and Pete townshend. Dig in and play hard to really deliver the goods with this simple line.

 trying out a t-style guitar? take inspiration  
 from the mod scene and belt merry hell out of 

 your six-string with tG’s rhythm part 

GuITar SHoP 
aMMo

Tele rhyThm riff

 the alternative 

FENDEr 
CaBroNITa 
TELECaSTEr 
 £509
This hot-rodded Tele is 
a fudged translation of 
the Spanish for “little 
bastard”, and it’s 
certainly a fiesty one. 

Those Fideli’Tron 
humbuckers are perfect 
for raunchy blues, 
garage and punky rock 
’n’ roll tones. okay, it’s a 
tenner over our budget, 
but beg, cheat and 
charm your way into 
buying one of these!

SquIEr  
JIM rooT 
TELECaSTEr    
 £350
The Slipknot man 
brings firepower to the 
Tele shape with its 
matte finish (black or 
white), high-output 

humbuckers and a 
volume control. It’s  
a great affordable 
gigging guitar that’s 
for more than metal – 
just ask Catfish & The 
Bottlemen’s Van 
McCann, who uses 
one as his main guitar! 

trAcks 19-20
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semi-
acoustic



  
Guitars 

They aren’t 
just for 

bluesers – 
semis have got 
sonics for all!

BB King
The Thrill  
Is Gone
the late, great 
BB King was 
never far away 
from a Gibson 
Es-style semi, 
each one 
dubbed Lucille. the great man’s 
tone and touch here typifies one 
of the most lyrical players ever. 

The SmiThS 
Stop Me If 
You’ve Heard 
This One 
Before
Johnny Marr 
turned to a  
rare 12-string 
Gibson Es-335 
to record the smiths’ final 
record, Strangeways Here We 
Come. this track is pure 
semi-hollow jangly bliss. 

eric 
JohnSon
Cliffs Of 
Dover
Guitar god 
Johnson is  
a famous 
strat-wielder, 
but his most 
famous bit of guitar virtuosity 
was actually recorded using an 
Es-335. semis can shred, too! 

oaSiS
Champagne 
Supernova
Noel Gallagher’s 
is famously 
vague about 
the specific 
gear used on 
What’s The Story 
(Morning Glory), but his trusty 
Epiphone riviera, with mini- 
humbuckers, is all over this 
album, and we’d be surprised if 
it’s wasn’t used for the rhythm 
part here. 

Foo 
FighTerS 
Breakout
Grohl describes 
his Gibson trini 
Lopez as “the 
sound of the 
Foo Fighters” 
– he’s used it on 
every Foos album, and it’s centre 
stage in the undulating waves of 
phase from this 1999 hit. 

essential listening 
From blues to rock 
and everything in 
between, semis have 
been bringing air to hit 
records for decades…

30 Guitars under £500  semi-acoustic Guitars
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 Body 
Let’s get this straight; a semi-acoustic is 
an electric guitar, it’s not an amp’d-up 
acoustic (that’s an electro-acoustic). 
However, they do add some ‘acoustic’ 
properties to the electric guitar; and it 
comes from the body. We’re focussing  
on the larger type, which features a    
solid ‘centre block’ flanked by hollow 
wings. They’re louder unplugged, and   
the air inside creates resonance and a 
smooth high-end. 

 Bridge 
As with a LP, a fixed 
tune-o-matic is a 
common feature 
here, but more 
traditional models 
(such as the 
epiphone Casino) are 
adorned with trapeze 
tailpieces, and for 
some, a bigsby 
vibrato is an essential 
add-on for a 
semi-acoustic. These 
retro vibratos add a 
more subtle, gentle 
flutter to your 
whammy than 
Fender-style vibratos, 
and many players 
swear by the added 
sustain created by 
bolting the large 
mechanical bigsby to 
their guitar’s bodies

 Electronics 
The typical Gibson 
dual-humbucker/ 
four controls/
three-position switch 
is very common on 
large-bodied 
semi-acoustics, 
mainly because they 
take inspiration from 
Gibson’s eS-335. 
That said, P-90  
single coils, and 
Gretsch-style mini- 
humbuckers are also 
common, maintaining 
a thick sound, but  
with added brightness 
for blues, rock ’n’ roll 
and rockabilly

What to look for
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 the classic choice 

F rom bb King’s Lucille to Dave Grohl’s 
Trini Lopez-inspired signature, the 
Gibson eS-335 remains the go-to 

configuration for many players wanting to get 
semi-hollow. The large-body, plus familiar 
dual-humbucker/four-control/three-position 
switching makes for an easy transition from 
the solid Gibson format. The epiphone Dot is 

the entry-point into a proper 335, with a 
laminated maple body, mahogany neck and 
Alnico Classic humbuckers. The Dot takes its 
name from the fingerboard inlays of the 
late-50s Gibson eS-335, and while the block 
inlays are more common and arguably more 
desirable, it’s likely to be the only thing that 
could put you off the Dot. The model pictured 

plays smoothly, with a slim neck and 
comfortably low action. There is an even less 
expensive version, the Dot Studio, which 
halves the control count, does away with the 
scratchplate and uncovers the pickups. 
However, we’ll take the full-fat Dot every time. 
Don’t believe us? Just ask Josh Homme, who 
regularly rocks an ebony Dot on stage.

I f your budget simply doesn’t stretch to the 
Dot, don’t worry, help is on hand courtesy 
of the folks at Washburn. The Hb-32 is the 

entry-level of the big Dubya’s archtop range, 
and while this dual-humbucker design is 
clearly derivative of the Gibson classic – albeit 
with tighter horns – the Hb-32 does offer some 

compromise between the Dot Studio and 
standard Dot, namely, with its control layout. 
Here you get the full four-control layout, with 
the pickup selector moved to the horn, but 
there’s no scratchplate or pickup covers.  
That top is mahogany rather than the more 
common maple, which gives the Hb-32 a 

slightly warmer sound. It is only available in the 
natural mahogany finish, too. The key to the 
Hb-32, though, is that everything you do get  
is solid: Graph Tech nubone, distressed 
hardware, and Grover 18:1 tuners for accurate 
and stable tuning. It’s a great starting point if 
you’re likely to tinker with the pickups later.

Epiphone Dot Best price   £329

Washburn HB-32 Best price   £220

es-y does it

’Burn baby, ’burn!

 on a BudGet 

Wild
cards

three semis that are a little  
bit out of the ordinary…

IBanEz aS73 
£295
If you thought Ibanez only 
made widdle-sticks for 
over-excited hairy blokes, 
then think again. Before all 
the shred machines and 
extended range monsters, 
Ibanez made its bones as 

one of the biggest ‘foreign’ 
alternatives in the 
semi-acoustic guitar 
market. The aS73’s got all 
the right things in the right 
places, and at £300 it’s 
continuing the tradition 
for great features at a 
great price. 
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Hagstrom was always the cool kid of the 
european guitar market, finding one of 
its biggest fan in Germs/nirvana/Foo 

Fighters guitarist Pat Smear. Despite ceasing 
production for 21 years, Hagstrom made a 
triumphant comeback in 2004, complete with 
many of the quirky retro design points of the 
original instruments from the 60s and 70s.  

We love ’em, and the viking offers some cool 
quirks you won’t find anywhere else. Take the 
neck for a kick-off. It’s not for everyone, but 
Hagstrom’s H-shaped truss rod allows the 
neck profile to be very thin, with a low string 
action too. next up is the fingerboard, made of 
what Hagstrom calls resinator Wood. This is  
a composite material that Hagstrom reckons 

eliminates dead spots in the fingerboard.  
It looks and feels very similar to ebony, with a 
smooth surface and slick feel. Unlike the other 
semis here, the viking features a retro trapeze 
tailpiece, and we defy anyone to find a 
headstock that looks cooler. Hagstrom guitars 
are a little left of the middle, but we’d urge you 
to give the viking a shot.

Bag yourself a Hag’
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Strat PITSO Fig3
Cover Feature

Contributor:Page 1 of 1
Notes: 

IT’S THaT full-bodied but oh so sweet tone that inspired blues guitarists such as Freddie King, Eric Clapton and BB King, as well as rockers such as Dave Grohl  
and Noel Gallagher to adopt semi-acoustics. Our simple rock rhythm part was recorded with an Epiphone Dot 335 and showcases the tone. Emphasising the 
open  top strings and varying the strings you strike helps the part groove.

 trying out a semi-acoustic? noel Gallagher and  
 dave Grohl are the inspiration for these  

 simple but authentic chords 
chordal semi riff

EpIpHOnE ES-339 
p90 prO £299
The p-90 pickup is 
renowned for its ability to 
give thick clean tones, and 
also snarl when pushed 
through some meaty gain. 
Here, the perfect 
‘in-between’ pickup for 

those who find single coils 
too weak and humbuckers 
too muddy meets a 
slimmed down 335 to 
become the ultimate 
punchy semi-acoustic 
feast! at this price, don’t 
ask how or why, just get 
your credit card ready…

HOFnEr HCT 
VErYTHIn £427
In the same way that 
Hagstrom has held onto  
its retro idiosyncrasies, 
Hofner’s VeryThin adds a 
unique twist to the large 
archtop format with its 
(get it?) very thin 

1.25-inch thick body.  
The resulting sound is 
arguably punchier than 
some plumper semis,  
and it positively oozes 
retro style from the 
Bacolite-style controls  
to the striped inlays.  
Try one for yourself.

tracks 21-22

Hagstrom Viking Best price   £460

GuITar SHOp 
aMMO
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shred  
Guitars 



Van Halen
Eruption 
With whammy 
bar histrionics 
and lightning 
fast tapping, 
many say that 
Eruption is the 
genesis of 
shred. EVH’s built-from-parts 
‘Frankenstein’ set the template 
for a generation of hot-rodded 
s-type guitars that would follow.

Def lepparD
Pour Some 
Sugar On Me 
Def Leppard 
were massive in 
america during 
the 80s thanks 
to their La 
poodle rock 
sound. Collen recorded their 
biggest hit using his ‘Crackle 
Jack’ Jackson soloist.

extreme
Get The  
Funk Out 
Nuno 
Bettencourt 
debuted his N4 
on Extreme’s 
1990 album 
Pornograffiti 
and he’s rarely played 
anything else since! You can get 
your funk on with the baby N1 
for not much over £100.

metallica
The 
Unforgiven 
Kirk Hammett 
has used EsP 
guitars since 
the 80s and the 
solo to this 
classic power 
ballad from the Black album 
was recorded with his signature 
EsP KH-1. 

SteVe Vai
Tender 
Surrender 
in the 90s, 
aspiring 
shredders the 
world over 
hankered after 
the ibanez/Vai 
designed JEM model. this track 
provides a great showcase of 
the guitars versatility, as Vai 
takes us on a tour of the JEM’s 
many pickup settings.

essential listening 
Shred machines have 
been the bedrock of 
virtuoso guitar for 
decades. Here are some 
of the highlights…

Want to shred? 
The double-cut 

rock axe is a staple 
of the guitar 

world…

30 guitars under £500  shred guitars
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 Neck 
Shredders favour thin, sleek neck 
profiles, usually with 24 frets on the 
’board. The enhancements don’t stop 
there – the fretboard radius will be 
wider to help bigger string bends 
maintain their sustain, and some 
guitars also have a ‘compound 
radius’, where the neck is rounder at 
the nut and flatter at the neck

 Pickups 
Let’s not mess about, 
these guitars are for 
melting faces. As such, 
they come loaded with 
high-output pickups for 
punchy notes and ringing 
sustain. Active pickups, 
up the ante, featuring a 
battery-powered gain and 
volume-boosting preamp. 
At £500 the pickups are 
normally own-brand, but 
not always, as you’ll see…

 Bridge 
extreme whammy 
bar techniques are 
made stable on 
shred guitars 
thanks to double-
locking vibratos. 
The Floyd rose is 
the most famous 
example (although 
Ibanez uses the 
edge vibrato), but 
tuning stability 
comes at a price 
– changing strings 
and intonating the 
guitar can be a right 
pain in the behind…

 Body 
The bodies of double-cut 
shred machines are built to 
offer comfort, tone, access and 
speed, while drawing very 
basic inspiration from the 
classic Strat shape. Unlike the 
Strat, though these guitars are 
often mahogany, basswood  
or alder. The exaggerated 
cutaways/horns let you reach 
the highest notes, and they’re 
often lighter, yet still capable  
of delivering heavy tones

 Switching 
versatility is key, 
and you’ll often 
find guitars with 
a HSS or HSH, 
configuration 
with multiple 
switching 
options. The 
humbuckers are 
often splittable 
(for single-coil 
sounds), but the 
tone and volume 
controls are 
most commonly 
limited to one  
of each

shred
What to look for
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ibanez rGir20E Best price   £499

A shred original, reborn

 the ClassiC ChoiCe 

 on a Budget 

Wild
cards

three alternative shred axes 
that break the mould…

Jackson Js32Q  
Dinky archtop Best price   £235

Look at that price. That’s all it’s gonna take 
to make one of these guitars yours, and 
when we caught a glimpse of this back in 

issue 271, we couldn’t get enough of it. The 
curvy quilted top gives it a sleekness that looks 
way more expensive than it is, but if you prefer 
something a little more simple, the JS32 Arch 

Top is also available in Satin black, natural and 
bright blue finishes. The compound radius 
neck (complete with hallmark Jackson sharkfin 
inlays and pointed headstock) makes it great 
for soloing and chord playing, and even though 
the Floyd rose is a less expensive licensed 
model, we found the tuning stability to be one 

of the best we’ve tried at this price. The 
high-output Jackson pickups use ceramic 
magnets for tons of punch, and while you 
might outgrow them, the JS32 Dinky Arch Top 
offers great value for money, and if you change 
the pickups further down the road this guitar 
will be a keeper for years.  

Dinky guitar, dinky price!

Ibanez’s rG550 was born as an affordable 
version of widdly guitar pioneer, Steve vai’s 
legendary Jem guitar (minus vai’s 

distinctive ‘monkey grip’). Since then, the  
rG shape and feature set has become the 
blueprint for budget shred guitars. Ibanez 
doesn’t make the original 550 anymore, but its 
DnA still flows throughout the Ibanez 

catalogue, including this: the rGIr20e. As part 
of the Iron Label range (Ibanez’s best-selling 
series for the last three years), it offers an 
rG-shaped guitar with modern appointments. 
Let’s take a look; speedy nitro Wizard neck? 
Tick. Ibanez edge-Zero double-locking vibrato? 
Tick. Active emG 60/81 pickups? Tick! As well 
as this, Ibanez has included a kill-switch so you 

can create stuttering effects, or simply mute 
the output of the guitar for super-tight 
mid-song stops. It’s one hell of a spec for the 
money – it’s pushing our budget to the limit,  
but you’ll still get change from £500, and it’s 
also available with a fixed bridge. An rG for  
the  new era, available in any colour you like,  
as long as it’s black.  

SchEcTEr  
STEaLTh c1 £429
If you want your double-cut shredder to 
have a bit more of a classic rock vibe, the 
Stealth rocks Schecter’s awesome 
Superrock-II humbuckers, modelled   
on the units famously used by Pete 
Townshend back in the 80s – just check 
out those fat pole pieces! The Stealth 

isn’t a guitar for windmilling to 60s rock 
however – this thing is built to melt 
faces, and those humbuckers are still 
seriously high output. It also has one of 
the smoothest satin necks around at this 
price point, and a handy Ultra access 
neck joint that gives you unencumbered 
access to the  dusty end – the only 
limitation is your mind!
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In the late 70s, eddie van Halen kick-
started the trend of mutating the Strat 
layout for a new generation of player, and 

the result was the Frankenstein. It quickly 
became a new standard that aimed to combine 
the girth of Les Paul tones into a high-gain amp, 
with the light-bodied, speedy feel of a Strat.  
In 2013, evH (eddie’s Fender-owned guitar 

brand) released the Striped – a cut-priced 
replica of the Frank’ aimed at delivering eddie’s 
vision to the wider market. As with all evH 
guitars we’ve played, it’s a corker, starting with 
the neck – the hand-rubbed oiled maple finish 
makes it among one of the most comfortable 
necks in this price point. You’ll also find a 
compound radius, Floyd rose and eddie’s 

D-Tuna, which lets you drop your bottom string 
down a tone with ease. The evH humbucker is 
mounted direct into the body, and the guitar 
even comes with a ‘Tone’-labelled control on 
the volume pot, just like eddie’s original. While 
models finished like the original Frank’ are way 
over budget, the awesome yellow-and-black 
version has been spotted for under £500!

EVH striped Best price   £499

Am talkin’ bout love
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 trying out a slinky double-cut? Bring the  
 shreddiest of all shred techniques to the table  

 with tg’s easy tapping lick 
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Strat PITSO Fig3
Cover Feature

Contributor:Page 1 of 1
Notes: 

hIGh-OUTPUT PIckUPS to drive your amp hard and make legato and tapping licks easier are more important for shred guitars than pointy headstocks. tG’s 
Van Halen-inspired lick is one of the simplest tapping ideas of all. Once you’ve practised for a little while it’s easy to play at speed. Just watch out for the change.

trAcks 23-24 xxxxxxxshred-guitar riff

 the alternative

GUITar ShOP 
aMMO

JackSON JS32T 
rhOadS £200
If you like the look of the 
Jackson dinky over the 
page but you’re not feeling 
the double-cut shape, then 
rejoice! This packs the 
same zebra humbuckers 
and basic spec as the 

dinky, though they sound 
a bit brighter, and there’s 
no tremolo to play with 
either. Instead, what 
you’ve got is a none-more-
metal design modelled on 
the randy rhoads shape, 
and we’ve seen them for as 
low as £200! crazy!

kraMEr BarETTa 
vINTaGE £519
If you want nothing but  
the stripped-down 80s 
hair metal thrills, this 
Baretta is fabulous fun. 
With just a classic 
Seymour duncan 
humbucker in the bridge, 

and a proper 80s-style 
Floyd rose vibrato, there’s 
nothing to get in the way of 
your blazing licks. Yes it’s a 
tad over our  price limit, 
but that’s what haggling 
was invented for! and let’s 
face it, Spandex doesn’t 
cost that much does it?



  Choose from a huge range of titles 
  Save up to 56% off the cover price
  Subscribe from just £27
  Free personalised gift card when buying for someone else
  Guaranteed delivery in time for Christmas!
  PLUS a range of stocking fi llers from just £5

Lines are open Monday to Friday 8am to 7pm and Saturday 10am to 2pm (GMT). Please quote Z604 when ordering by phone.

Savings compared to buying 13 full priced issues from UK newsstand. This offer is for new UK print subscribers (paying by Direct Debit) only. You will receive 13 issues in a year. Full details of the Direct Debit 
guarantee are available upon request. If you are dissatisfi ed in any way you can write to us to cancel your subscription at any time and we will refund you for all unmailed issues. Prices correct at point of print 
and subject to change. For full terms and conditions please visit: myfavm.ag/magterms. Offer ends: 31st January 2016.

A magazine subscription is a perfect 
Christmas gift…

TREAT YOURSELF 
OR SOMEONE ELSE 
SUBSCRIBE TODAY

  Or call us on 0844 848 2852
  Visit myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/Z604

2 EASY WAYS TO ORDER

GIVE A GIFT
THAT LASTS ALL YEAR

56%

FROM 
JUST £27
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Words: Amit Sharma  Photography: Will Ireland

What do you remember about writing and 
recording Ascendancy?
Corey: “I joined the band right after    
I graduated from music university.    
I had no job and nowhere to live, so I was 
living out of my car for a while, and then 
started crashing round Matt’s house. He 
was still in high school, so once he’d finish 
his studies we’d all meet at the warehouse 
and jam for hours. We had nothing else to 
do but play and write. That’s how pretty 
much all the songs on Ascendancy came 
about – just some dudes with nothing to 
do, no fans, no job, no nothing. By the end 
of that album and beginning of The 
Crusade, we already had done our first TG 
cover. I think it was when Matt had more  
of a bowl cut with short black hair…”
Matt: “Come on! It was a questionable 
swoop, not a bowl cut. I was about 17 years 
old and still living at my parent’s house.  
We just played what we wanted to hear as 
fans of metal. And all these different 
sounds began to creep in: death metal, 
melodeath, trad metal, hardcore…    
It became a melting pot of influences that 
probably shouldn’t go together.”

 Did you have any idea you were making a 
record that would have such an impact?
Corey: “I’d say 60 per cent of that stuff was 
written totally off the cuff. Rain, Pull 
Harder On The Strings Of Your Martyr,   
Like Light To The Flies… those came from 
jamming. I remember playing the intro, 
suddenly we wrote the rest, meshed it all 
together and boom! In a couple of hours of 
jamming, it was finished. Looking back, it’s 
crazy how so many of these songs were 
made in a shitty warehouse after hearing 
the words, ‘Play something!’”
Matt: “I remember being sat on my sofa 
playing the intro riff to Pull Harder… and 
thinking, ‘I need to remember this.’ So   
I brought it into practice and [original 
drummer] Travis Smith said he’d also 
written a drum part the same night. So we 
counted to four and just went for it. It was 
that easy. A Gunshot To The Head Of 
Trepidation was written on a day off in the 
outskirts of Vegas, sat inside some 
disgusting motel. We were young and 
stupid, so obviously we’d been up all night 
partying.  I found this machine-gun riff and 
Travis started playing on his drum pads. 

A decade on from landmark 
album ‘Ascendancy’, Trivium’s 
Matt Heafy and Corey Beaulieu 
look back on the players they 
were, and their progression to 

new LP, ‘Silent In The Snow’

then

I
t was late 2005 when a bunch 
of young scruffy Floridians 
elevated themselves from 
relative obscurity and became 

the hottest band in metal. With 
second album Ascendancy – which 
came a year after inking a deal 
with legendary label Roadrunner 
– Trivium had somehow trapped 
lightning in a bottle and created a 
sound that reinvigorated the 
genre. It was a Frankenstein’s 
monster that ushered in new 
ideas without straying too far 
from metal’s rich heritage. Soon 
they would be on magazine 
covers, in constant rotation across 
the airwaves and getting singled 
out by their heroes Metallica as 
one of heavy music’s brightest 
hopes. 10 years on, guitarists Matt 
Heafy and Corey Beaulieu reflect 
on the album that changed their 
lives forever, and contemplate the 
next chapter of their career…
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interview  trivium

“i don’t look for 
technicality, it’s 
more about the 

emotion in  
your playing”

what it was like to get good at things, and I’ve 
applied that everywhere in my life.”

We notice the seven-strings are back…
Matt: “It all stems back from the title track, 
which was actually written in 2007 around 
the Shogun sessions. It was supposed to be on 
the record, but didn’t fit stylistically. It’s a very 
simple song and simplicity is kinda scary –  
it shows the flaws in your playing if you’re not 
up to scratch. Then last year we started 
writing this seventh album and we decided to 
bring Silence… back. Since it was written on  
a seven-string, it led to us using them again.  
I was inspired by [Norwegian metal legend] 
Ihsahn who uses a drop tuned seven-string  
a lot. I don’t know if we’ll ever go to eight-
strings, but I love the way Ihsahn uses them, 
because he actually uses all the strings!”
Corey: “The last two albums have been 
strictly in drop D. Since we hadn’t used 
seven-strings in a while, it felt really fun and 
invigorating to work with the darker sonic 
tones the instrument can offer. Obviously you 
don’t want to use that low B all the time, but 
it’s fun to jump to that sonic register for a 
thicker sound. There are a couple of dropped 
D songs too. Moving from one to the other,  
it really allows each song have its own vibe. 
Halfway into the record, it doesn’t feel like 
you’ve heard the same song six songs. Things 
gets boring when it’s all in the same key...”

What other gear did you end up using? 
Corey: “We kept things simple. We don’t go 
too crazy with pedals when it comes to 
tracking. The main rhythm tones are an EVH 
5150III, for all the non-solo melodies I use 
my Kemper, which has a lead patch that  

We thought it was all locking perfectly in 
unison, probably because of the long days 
and tiredness. But it didn’t lock up and that 
ended up becoming the beauty of it!”

Was it hard to keep your garage band ethics 
as your profile rocketed?
Corey: “A lot of musicians nowadays are 
playing in their bedrooms, making videos on 
YouTube, using software like EZ Drummer to 
make good quality home-recordings. But the 
beauty behind Ascendancy is that it came 
from a bunch of guys in a room, bouncing 
ideas off each other. When you’re sat by 
yourself in front of a fuckin’ computer, you 
won’t have that. We’ve used this approach on 
all our records, except Vengeance Falls, which 
had a lot of pre-production and editing. Some 
things might sound great on a laptop, but 
when you actually play it as a band, it might 
not work as well. To the point where we 
kinda have to alter some of that stuff live to 
make it feel different or more comfortable.”
Matt: “I have to be able to play it and sing it. 
Like when James Hetfield writes a vocal part, 
he’s playing guitar first and it’s about what 
fits over the part he’s playing. Take Walk by 
Pantera – although it’s a simple guitar part, 
it’s very difficult to play and sing because 
those two rhythms are opposite to each other. 
On The Crusade and Vengeance Falls, I didn’t 
really think that through.”

What do you hear when you listen back to 
your early records, especially compared to 
the music you’re making now?
Corey: “With each album, I can hear my own 
development in the tone, vibrato or bending. 
None of that stuff sounded hugely confident 
on Ascendancy. I can’t guess how many hours 
of playing I’ve accumulated since we made it! 
I don’t look for technicality, it’s more about 
the emotion in your playing. On our fourth 
album Shogun, I was a lot more shreddy, but 
the new record Silence In The Snow has more 
precision. I’m thinking more about note 
choices and phrasing. I’ve always liked solos 
that you can sing along to, so while burning 
through 8,000 scales and arpeggios can be 
fun, it’s not going to bring much emotion out 
of people. If you listen to Slash, George Lynch 
or Marty Friedman, there’s technicality, but 
more importantly creativity and catchiness. 
And it’s the same with Matt’s vocals: on 
Ascendancy he sounded like an 18-year-old 
kid… but now he sounds like a beast!”
Matt: “Even as a teenager, I was already very 
regimented with my practicing, I’m still the 
same today. I’ve been getting into Jiu Jitsu 
over the past few years, and that’s reminded 
me what it feels like to put hard work into 
something. I walked into the hardest thing 
I’ve ever done. The first day I sparred with 
someone, it was some 120-pound kid and  
I thought, ‘I’ve got this!’ And he choked me 
out in 30 seconds! That really humbled me. 
So I’ve reinstated that same idea with music.  
I’m taking lessons again from a classical guy 
who’s teaching me how to read and seeing  
if there are any holes in my guitar playing.  
I’m taking singing lessons, cooking lessons, 
yoga classes… Martial arts reminded me 

Matt’s haircut has, er, 
developed alongside 

Trivium’s music…
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Why singing and 
playing is a martial 
art for Matt Heafy
Singing and playing at the same 
time is one of the most tricky but 
overlooked guitar skills. And as a 
player and frontman who has 
evolved in the spotlight over the 
last 10 years, it seems Matt Heafy 
has a pretty unique insight on it. 

“I’ve been teaching my Jiu Jitsu 
instructor how to play guitar," 
Matt tell us. “He couldn’t hold the 
instrument at first and now he can 
play and sing 15 songs. Think of it 
like mixed martial arts, it’s learning 
different things together to get it 
all right. Learning everything at the 
same time is impossibly difficult, 
but if you learn the hardest thing 
first and all the other components 
separately… it will come 
eventually. Master everything 
individually so it becomes muscle 
memory. And then slowly 
combine it all, piecing everything 
together slowly. Without 
mastering separate parts, you 
can’t really put it together.”
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I really like. The solos were all done on a  
KSR Colossus. That made sure everything 
had its own unique sound. We used a sitar  
for the intro to Breathe In The Flames, which 
just came from joking around one night. 
There was one lying around in the studio  
and it ended up sounding really cool, like 
Metallica’s Wherever I May Roam!” 
Matt: “The guitar for all my rhythms was my 
Epiphone signature. I tried everything else 
and nothing sounded better, so I’ll definitely 
be doing that again next time. A lot of the 
reason why this record sounds so good is 
because it’s pretty minimal, there isn’t 
much going on and there’s surprisingly 
little gain. A lot of metal guitarists will 
dial in loads, but I find things sound 
heavier with less. And to be honest, the 
fewer things in between my fingers and 
what the audience hear, the better.”

Blinded Leading The Blind and The 
Thing That’s Killing Me showcase some 
of your strongest clean vocals yet, Matt. 
How have you changed as a singer?
Matt: “Well, two years ago I blew my voice 
out and had to fly home and cancel our tour. 
Our crew guys had to go home unpaid, I felt 
awful. When I landed I got a text from   
M Shadows from Avenged Sevenfold saying, 
‘Sorry to hear you blew your voice, is there 
anything I could do to help?’ And I asked 
what he did when it happened to him, so he 
put me in touch with his singing tutor Ron 
Anderson, who was taught by Freddie 
Mercury’s teacher. He’s helped Axl Rose, 

Janet Jackson, Chris Cornell… everybody 
that’s amazing at singing, basically. I learned 
a screaming technique that was 100 per cent 
different. For  15 years I had been doing it 
incorrectly and damaging my vocal chords. 
I’m very lucky  I didn’t permanently screw 
myself up. Now I’ve got the safe way, it works 
and sounds great. I used to think singing 
should be hard, but that’s not true at all. For 
15 years, I’ve been belting my lungs out –  
I would almost black out and get headaches 
when recording. I would strain my vocals and 
ended up losing range, which is why we 

started tuning down because I couldn’t go as 
high as I used to. Thankfully that’s changed!”

Dead And Gone has an almost tech-metal 
feel, especially the slow bend in the verse…
Matt: “That was actually written by our 
bassist Paolo, he is the slow bend writer in 
band! He wrote In Waves and that was the 
song that changed our sound. It was a 
moment where we embraced simplicity and 
weird grooves, finding a balance in between 
and something we still aim for. So that type  
of stuff is always him. And I think he’s the 

master of it! Vibrato is something that’s lost 
on a lot of the technical players today. Bends 
are so important… it’s like some people can 
shred, but they can’t hold a note. Some 
players seem to skip that bit of the process.”

Where do you see Trivium in 10 years?
Matt: “There’s that famous quote from the 
early days when we got asked what our goals 
were and I answered, ‘We want to be the  
next Metallica!’ I didn’t know what else to 
say… But soon people started wondering 
who the hell are these kids comparing 

themselves to Metallica? But looking 
back, no one should be ashamed of 
what their life goals are. We still want 
to be the kind of band that can change 
metal, and play arenas with more pyro 
than Rammstein!”
Corey: “We’ve been lucky enough to 
headline festivals like Bloodstock. And 
those big stages are where we feel at 
home, playing them has made us more 

hungry! We’ve been doing this for 10 years 
and Silence… feels like the milestone for us  
to start the next 10. We’re at a point in our 
career where we want to grab it by the throat 
and kick everyone’s ass. Being the headliner 
is not an easy torch to get passed. You have  
to earn your stripes, survive the pitfalls, and 
have a body of work that is worthy of the 
crowds. You don’t get handed that and we’re 
still working our asses off to get there.”

Trivium’s new album, Silence In The Snow, is 
out now on Roadrunner

“there’s surprisingly 
little gain. i find things 

sound heavier with less”
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Not many bands could handle 
losing a guitarist of 12 years 
three days before recording  
an album. But then again, as  
singer/guitarist Alexi Laiho 
explains, Children Of Bodom 
aren’t your average band...

Words: Amit Sharma  Photography: Joby Sessions
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“if you keep your eyes open, 
there’s always something 

out there to learn”

B
efore we get into it, we wanted to ask 
you about something that happened 
recently – you were commissioned to 
compose a piece that you performed 

with 100 other guitarists in Helsinki’s Senate 
Square. How did that come about?
“100guitarsfromHel was a very big thing for 
me! It was the Helsinki City Festival that 
actually approached me about doing it and 
not only was it a huge honour, but I was like, 
‘What the hell, are you serious?!’ Because it’s 
a festival known for classical music and more 
upmarket art culture… and all of a sudden  
I was involved. They would not usually have 
anything to do with the likes of me, but it 
became the biggest jam of my life. I collected 
the core band, guys I wanted to play with, 
who each became one of the five section 
leaders. Then there would be 20 random 
dudes following their part of the song… it’s 
fucking insane when you think about it.”

What sound did you want to create when you 
were composing the piece?
“There were parts that were obviously metal, 
but also others that were maybe a little bit 
jazzy or bluesy. It definitely didn’t sound like 
Children Of Bodom.  I love to mix it up and do 

different things. As a person, I get 
bored very easily! Not to say I’ll ever 
get bored with COB… just listen to our 
new record! But I was writing for the COB 
record at the same time as composing this 
piece.  Plus there was another thing I had to 
do… it’s been a fucking crazy year thinking 
about it now. I have this 80s covers band in 
Helsinki called The Local Band and we just 
recorded an EP that’s going to be released in 
Japan and Finland. All of a sudden there 
were deadlines for everything… I haven’t 
slept a lot lately!”

This is the first COB album with just you on 
guitars. What made you part ways with 
long-serving guitarist Roope Latvala?
“Without going into too much detail, we’d 
just grown apart as people. All four of us were 
at a place where we wanted to push things 
harder and put more effort in on anything 
COB-related. He wasn’t quite there with us  
in terms of work ethics, so we figured it’d be 
better for everyone to part ways. So on one 
hand it was a sudden thing, but also kinda 
not. We want to have a stable lineup, we don’t 
like changing members, that’s just not our 
style. Maybe that works for other bands, but 

not us. Though he’d been with us for 12 
years, it was time to move on.”

The announcement came just days before you 
entered the studio. Was it daunting having to 
handle all of the guitars at such short notice?
“Well it didn’t feel as different as people 
might think. When we parted ways with 
Roope, there wasn’t really time for anything 
to sink in. We just had to turn up and do it! 
Plus I had written all the riffs, so I didn’t have 
anything extra to learn. I was working a 
double shift… but I think the guitars sound  
a bit tighter. It makes sense for guitars to 
sound tighter if there’s just one guy playing 
all the parts. When I’m in the studio, I like 
trying out random ideas as I’m recording so  
it was cool to do that and not have to teach or 
explain what I’m doing to anyone else!”

You have Antti Wirman filling in as a live 
guitarist. What are the chances of him 
becoming a full time member?
“He’s actually our keyboard player’s brother 
and I think he’s an amazing player. He’s only 
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Alexi on stage with COB 
– the death metallers 
are now nine albums in
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filling in for the rest of the year so we don’t 
have to cancel any of our live dates. But he’s 
not a permanent member or planning to 
become one, so we’re working on finding a 
new guy. There are a couple of options we’re 
considering but nothing’s finalised yet! It’s 
very exciting though.”

Does it ever get hard to think outside of the 
box nine albums in? How do you find new 
sources of inspiration?
“It seems like the only way for me to do that is 
to not think about it too much. I block 
everything out of my mind in terms of how 
we are supposed to sound, or how people are 
going to react. I can’t think of any of that stuff 
because it might throw me off track and  
I might write something that isn’t genuine or 
from the heart. The only way to keep things 
fresh is to do things naturally and hope for 
the best! That’s the only way to keep things 
fresh. It doesn’t mean you have to do 
anything drastic or change what you do… 
Music is about creating something that 
doesn’t exist. It’s also a bit like playing the 
lottery, you never know what’s going to 
happen! You know what you’re doing, but as 
far as the results – you never know.” 

So tell us more about the gear you used to get 
those heavy tones on I Worship Chaos?
“I wrote and recorded with the same gear – 
ESP guitars and Marshall amps. I stay with 
that sound because I know it works for me. 
But there were a few parts here and there 
where I used a Strat and Kemper Profiling 
Amp. Dude, those things are amazing, 
especially for the clean sounds. The first time 
I tried one out, I couldn’t stop playing with 

it… it just sounded beautiful. I’m very old 
school when it comes to amps, but that thing? 
I see myself buying one for sure. I tried the 
distorted sounds, which I’m usually very 
picky with and was really impressed, even 
more so for not being a tube amp!”

Do you ever write parts that seem impossible 
to sing over at first, ideas that take hours and 
hours of practice?
“I’m so used to it now, I’ve been doing this 
since I was 12 and I always wanted to sing 
and be a guitar player. But sure, sometimes  
I really have to sit down and play the riffs 
slowly. Then I’ll whisper the vocal line on top, 
just to get the rhythms. After a few times, 
you’ll start getting it down. It’s usually pretty 
easy for me, but then again I don’t know what 
day it is half the time! You know what, most 
people think doing the leads and singing is 
the hardest thing ever. And yeah, it can be 
tricky. But it’s actually harder to do the 
rhythm stuff because it’s just as fast and  
keeps looping round!”

Looking back, as far as the neoclassical side 
of your lead playing is concerned, how did you 
master the techniques behind playing fast 
runs with such precision?
“It takes a lot of practice for sure, but sitting 
down with a metronome doesn’t kill the rock 
’n’ roll vibe like some people think. You have 
to get the techniques down and then you can 
actually start playing. It’s a necessity before 
you do the main thing. The rest is up to you, 
the rock ’n’ roll vibe will come from your 
personality. It can be aggressive or laid back 
or everything in between rolled into one. 
There are unlimited possibilities. I’ve always 

dug the whole 80s guitar vibe, guys like 
George Lynch… that’s what I grew up with. 
That’s in my heart and blood, but there’s 
more to me than just that. 

Being such an accomplished guitar player, 
what techniques have really challenged you in 
recent years? Is it hard to find challenges 
when you get to a certain point?
“This might surprise some people, but I’ve 
been on a huge Lindsey Buckingham trip 
recently and listening to his playing in 
Fleetwood Mac. I always thought there were 
two guitar players playing together, but it was 
just him doing all that Travis picking stuff. 
That’s how good he is! I thought, ‘You fuckin’ 
asshole, how is that possible?’ So that’s 
actually something I’m still working on right 
now and, dude, it’s hard. Like a whole 
different sport. In many ways, it was the same 
drive I felt when I first saw someone sweep 
picking… I had no choice but to try and 
master it! If you keep your eyes open and 
observe, there’s always something out there 
to learn.” l

 wild by nature 
Alexi explains how his wild 
ways eventually took their 
toll and he was forced to 
choose between music 
and alcohol...
“I’m still very restless as a person, but 
now I channel all my frustrations on 
working, as opposed to drinking a bottle 
of whiskey and doing something stupid.  
 I was never the guy who would get 
messed up before the show, afterwards 
would be a different story! And there 
were days where the hangovers got 
really bad, which would turn into 
withdrawal DTs after drinking so many 
weeks in a row. It wasn’t fun anymore.  
It got to the point where I’d be shaking 
violently and vomiting blood right 
before the show. It was like, ‘Dude! Fuck 
this, you’re not having fun anymore!’ 
Nowadays I don’t drink on the road, I roll 
sober. Off the road, I’ll go out sometimes 
but not party too hard. The first tour 
was trial by fire: 10 weeks in Europe, 
which was pretty dark. But it was never 
a struggle for me. I started to feel 110 per 
cent great on stage, and great all day 
before the show. You need to prioritise: 
either pick alcohol or pick music. But   
I don’t need to be the guy that has to quit 
completely. I can go out, have some 
beers, wake up and not need to carry on.”

children of bodom  interview

Alexi and 100 fellow 
guitarists perform his 
composition at the 
Helsinki City Festival
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This lick is played the same as the previous one but moved down a string. A 
bluesy b5th interval on the third string makes for a more musical practice session.

here Alexi develops his single-string lick over two strings. With no position 
shifts this is an easy line that will develop both picking and fretting skills.

Alexi’s firsT warm-up is quite the challenge thanks to some tricky position shifts. Perhaps not an ideal starting point then, but fear not! Just tackle each four-note 
phrase on its own and you have a great set of repeatable exercises that anyone can attempt. Remember to focus on steady ‘down up down up’-style alternate picking.

Picking warm-uP: Two-sTring Phrase

Picking warm-uP: single-sTring run
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Picking warm-uP: anoTher Two-sTring Phrase

guest lesson 

Alexi Laiho
In the first of a two-part video lesson Alexi 
‘Wildchild’ Laiho demonstrates some of 
the warm-ups he uses to get his hands 
ready to play with Children Of Bodom

iT’s no secreT that Alexi Laiho 
is a technically gifted guitarist,  
and with his band Children of 
bodom, he continues along a path 
as one of the all-time greats of 
melodic death metal. As a 
virtuoso he puts the tools of his 
trade – his hands – on the line 
every time he gigs so it’s pretty 
important that he has a decent 
warm-up routine. TG picked the 
Wildchild’s brains to get the 
lowdown on his pre-show practice 
sessions and we’ve tabbed out 
what he showed us for you. 

There’s plenty more to follow next 
month, so stay tuned! 

You may be surprised to learn 
that Alexi’s exercises are, in the 
main, quite accessible; even less 
experienced players should be 
able to make use of his practice 
routine. We’d suggest that this is 
what makes the perfect warm-up; 
short, simple phrases that you can 
move around the fretboard as you 
like. Play through Alexi’s exercises 
at a comfortable tempo and focus 
on accuracy and clarity before you 
attempt to play faster.

 video  
lesson
www.bit.ly/tg273video
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This lick combines the previous two into one longer line. It’s here that you may fall foul of the string changes; some are played with downstrokes and some with 
upstrokes. So keep your timing steady and try to make every pick stroke the same, both in terms of how hard you play and how far your pick moves.

Picking warm-uP: Two Phrases TogeTher

Picking warm-uP: ‘inside The sTrings’
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This four-noTe pattern uses ‘inside the strings’ picking, which means that your pick stays between the strings in question and doesn’t hook around them. All you have 
to do here is pick ‘down up down up’ continuously. The more challenging alternative is ‘outside the string’ picking whereby you reverse the pick directions.

Picking warm-uP: more ‘inside’ Picking

easy sTreTching warm-uP

This exercise further homes in on ‘inside the strings’ picking and focuses purely on two notes. Try the inside approach (down up down up), then, for a challenge, switch 
to the ‘outside’ (up down up down). There’s no great secret. In real life solos you’ll approach strings from either direction. This exercise simply helps you hone both skills.

The beAuTy of this stretching exercise is that it can be as easy or as tough as you like. For a gentle warm-up, use either your first and third or first and fourth fretting 
fingers. For a challenge use your first and second, second and third, or, if your hands are made of pure elastic, your third and fourth fingers. Stop if you feel discomfort.
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advanced sTreTching warm-uP

legaTo warm-uP

legaTo warm-uP across sTrings

legaTo warm-uP along The freTboard

This exercise is for more experienced players because the only way to make it easier is to move higher up the neck where the frets are closer together. The numbers 
next to the note heads are TG’s finger suggestions. Depending on the length of your fingers you may prefer to use your third finger rather than your second.

like mosT of Alexi’s exercises, this legato line is achievable for all but absolute beginners. It boils down to just six notes, which you can repeat until your fingers get 
tired. ‘Legato’ means that you use hammer-ons and pull-offs. We suggest picking once per bar, but why not see how long you can keep the lick going without picking?

This lick starts on the same six-note pattern as the previous example but descends the strings, varying the pattern along the way. As you move from string to string, 
either initiate each one with a pick stroke or hammer-on with a fretting finger. Keep picked notes gentle so that your legato notes don’t sound too soft in comparison.

Alexi rounds off this month’s exercises with a more challenging line that ascends the fretboard. You’ll need fast, strong movements from your fourth finger to hit 
the first note of each grouping bang on time. If this exercise is a challenge for you we recommend practising each six-note phrase on its own.
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Ambition is not a dirty word in 
Shinedown’s world. In fact, it barely 
does justice to the US band’s insatiable 

drive. “I’ve heard bands say, ‘We won’t be 
happy until…’ so many times,” the band’s lone 
guitarist Zach Myers tell us. “Well the 
difference between them and us is that we’re 
happy but we’ll never be content. Nothing will 
ever be good enough. You can look at that in  
a negative light or a positive light like we do. 
We’ll never be satisfied, because there’s no 
ceiling, there’s no mountain top.”

Zach isn’t being a hype man here, because 
Shinedown’s continued ascent is walking  
his talk in the US and in Europe. Frontman 
Brent Smith’s belief in big has infected his 
band – now a stable line-up after the changing 
members of the early days – seeing Shinedown 
shifting serious units and playing arenas, 
when most of those other rock bands Zach is 
talking about… well they’re not even close. 
Shinedown’s unashamedly huge radio-rock 
songs are connecting, and that’s all the more 
interesting because stylistically they seem to 
be continuously on the move from the 
Southern roots of their early days. Which has 
brought Zach and the band to the bombastic 
rhythms, bold messages and immediacy of 
fifth album, Threat To Survival. Shinedown 
was previously a two-guitar band, but since 
2012’s Amaryllis, Zach, a member of the 
line-up since 2005, has been flying solo. But 
that hasn’t stopped the Memphis-born 
guitarist moving outside his comfort zones 
with tone and instruments, however…

Threat To Survival has more of an organic 
band sound than your previous albums…
“Absolutely, it’s definitely a record that for us, 
the writing came a lot more naturally and it 
was something that we really enjoyed. It was 
the most non-stressed record we’ve ever 
done, to the point where it was just easy to 
come by the songs. There was no struggle 
and it felt really natural, there was no stress 
or time limit. Let’s just go in and make a 
record and what came out was what came 
out. It was very loose and way less polished 
than The Sound Of Madness and Amaryllis.

Rhythmically, this is a very up-front, heavy 
album, was that a conscious decision?
“We knew that the songs had very heavy 
subject matter and like you said, it’s a heavy 
record, but I’ve said that to other journalists 
and had them go, ‘Heavy like how? Heavy 
like Machine Head?’ And it’s not that, I tell 
people all the time; Tool is one of the heaviest 
bands I’ve ever seen. They don’t have any fast 
songs. I call this record ‘weight heavy’, there’s 
so much weight in it. So it’s heavy like that 
but we didn’t go into it like that. Because we 

don’t go into it saying we’re going to make a 
type A or B record.

“Guitar-wise it was so much fun to do this 
record because it wasn’t, ‘Let’s take eight 
Marshall tracks, eight Diesel tracks, a couple 
of combo tracks. It was a case of ‘Let’s take an 
eight-inch Rickenbacker combo and put four 
mics on it, and a Superfuzz, and make this 
little combo make the biggest noise we can.’ 
That’s what made it so heavy I think.”

So you were quite experimental with gear in 
the studio?
“Oh yes, we took ourselves completely out of 
our comfort zones on this record. I play PRS 
live and I play a lot of PRSs in the studio 
normally, but I brought my ’68 ES-335 to the 
studio, which was used for probably 80 per 
cent of the record. Two of my PRSs were also 
used; my signature model and a studio model 
that Paul [Reed Smith] made me, and then 
some Teles and Strats. We tried to find the 
best thing for the song and stuff we’re not 
used to. Especially with amps, there might be 
three heads on this record. It’s mostly little 
combos and things that are so different. We 
took a Jack White/Billy Gibbons approach to 
guitars, where less is more. We don’t need 
stacks of guitars, let’s just use one or two. 
Make them sound as full and big as possible.”

What other amps were used?
“There was one called a Stinger, I played one 
for the first time when I was 15 years old at 
the NAMM show. I remember the guy from 

Shinedowns’s PRS-toting tonesmith, Zach Myers, talks about getting huge sounds 
from small amps and why his band aren’t afraid of change in their pursuit of greatness

Words: Rob Laing  Photography: Will Ireland

“we took ourselves 
completely out of 
our comfort zones”
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[the band] Alabama played them. We 
recorded most of the guitars at a place called 
The Lair in Los Angeles. This guy Larry 
[there] had more amps than you’ve ever 
seen. We had an Ampeg Jet, another Ampeg 
[Reverberocket], that old 40s Rickenbacker 
with an eight-inch speaker was one of the 
main ones. Our tech on the record, Hans 
Buscher, he’s been Billy Joe from Green Day’s 
tech for 10 years, and he made a head that 
was almost like a JTM45. I used that and an 
old Orange head. That was mostly it… with a 
couple of old Fender Tweeds too.”

What’s drawn you to use semi-hollow 
guitars more and more?
“It’s something that I’ve gravitated to, and  
I haven’t even thought about until now. I love 
them. Even on the record there’s a 335, and 
my new signature is semi-hollow. I was also 
using a lot of the Singlecut Hollowbody II’s 
on the last tour and I still use five of them on 
this tour. I like the fact that they’re light but 
they just push a bit more air I think.”

It also sounds like other instruments are 
driving some of these songs rather than 
guitar riffs…
“I play piano on Thick As Thieves and that’s 
one of my favourite songs. That to me was 
way more piano-driven than guitar-driven. 
The guitars became more of an Edge thing, 
there’s a jangly 12-string-type part in the 
beginning, but that song was about the 
piano. And Black Cadillac, you’d think that 
was more driven by piano, but it was the riff.”

What about Oblivion? 
“The demo for that is completely different, 
honestly the demo was this riff and it was 
kind of Clutch-ish, which is cool because 
we’re all big Clutch fans, but it wasn’t us.  
It was Eric’s [Bass, who fittingly plays bass] 
idea to take that riff out and [add] the 
backup singers on that. It was originally 
driven by the riff, and then the rhythm.”

You’re the sole guitarist in Shinedown; how 
have you had to approach that role in the 
way you think about parts?
“The biggest misconception when a band 
goes from a two- to one-guitar band is that 
the guy who’s left thinks he has to do 
more. I don’t agree with that, you do 
less and let the rhythm take over the 
song more. And that’s kind of what I do 
now, I try to do less but fill up the space. 
This isn’t the best representation of 
less, but The Edge is one of my 
favourite guitar players and if you 
really think about Where The 
Streets Have No Name 
he’s playing two parts, 
but that sounds like a 
wall of guitars. And 

 since You’ve  
 Been Klon 
Why Zach’s Klon is an 
essential part of his 
tone survival kit
You may have heard the name 
whispered in hushed reverence. 
No, the Klon Centaur overdrive 
pedal isn’t made any more and yes, 
they can cost up to a grand to buy 
in the fierce second-hand auction 
bearpit. But are they over-hyped? 
No way, says Zach. And he should 
know, he owns three. So why is it so 
special to him?

“Bill Finnegan, the creator of 
Klon, if he reads this he’s probably 
going to hate me saying it, but it’s 
like turning on two Tube Screamers 
at the same time, set completely 
different. The only time I’ve ever 
come close to recreating what my 
Klon has is taking an old TS-9  and 
an old TS-808 and setting them 
completely opposite to each other 
and then turning them on at the 
same time. It just has so much 
boost, and the clarity of note… I’m 
a bit of a tone Nazi when it comes 
to things like that. I believe pedals 
take away what your true tone is. 
That pedal, even the new [KTR] 
one which has the buffer switch on 
it, you can turn it on and turn it off 
and you can hear the clarity in 
every single note. I just believe it’s 
Finnegan and how he makes a 
pedal, and I know he doesn’t make 
them anymore but it’s an amazing 
pedal. I have three; the one with  
the actual Centaur on it, the blank 
gold one and the newer KTR-1.  
And there are nerds in their 
basement somewhere who will 
probably disagree with me on this, 
but all three of them sound exactly 
the same.”

that’s kind of where I came from on The 
Sound Of Madness, Amaryllis and especially 
on this record. A song like Black Cadillac, 
that’s two guitars. It’s just one riff, kind of a 
Led Zeppelin When The Levee Breaks-type 
song. What I was going for was, don’t try to 
outsmart what’s been going on for years in 
music, from the dawn of old delta blues and 
even classical music. Don’t try to overthink.”

Shinedown aren’t afraid to be ambitious, but 
what keeps driving you forward, musically?
“I just can’t make the same record over and 
over again. I get that bands do it, and say, ‘this 
is our sound, and we don’t want to stray too 
far from our sound’. Okay, write the same 
record five times, but we can’t do that. There 
are people who save their money to buy a 
record and tickets to a show, and they buy 
tickets for not only them, but their wife and 
kids. In this day and age in this economy 
that’s not the easiest thing to do. So we’re not 
going to give you the same record, we’re 
going to give you something new and fresh 
because you deserve that as a fan. And we 
deserve to challenge ourselves as a band.  
It’s a mutual respect for the fans and 
ourselves.  I wish bands would be more 
daring, because this record sounds like 
nothing we’ve ever done.”

Heaven Centaur – 
Zach’s a big fan of the 
Klon overdrive

Zach’s signature PRS 
model has become a 
popular choice
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 EpiphonE Gary Clark Jr  
 ‘Blak & Blu’ Casino  
 w/BiGsBy  £649 
 Casino-loving Gary Clark Jr gets his own Epiphone  
 signature. Well, two actually… 

It’s a lively performer, with a 
short and plucky response

Gary Clark Jr’s 
meteoric rise to 

fame since the release of his major 
label debut, Blak & Blu, in 2012 
hasn’t come from YouTube hits. 
Nope, the Texan native has done 
things the hard way and earned his 
stripes from extensive gigging, 
building a unique demographic 
that straddles blues guitar fans  
and modern R&B lovers. 

While he also plies his trade  
with Gibsons and Fenders, it’s the 
Epiphone Casino that Gary Clark Jr 
is most associated with, along with 
a burgeoning pedalboard and his 
Fender Vibro King and Princeton 
Reverb. Never afraid to step 
outside of 12-bar blues constraints, 
and with his latest album, The 
Story Of Sonny Boy Slim, just 

released, Clark is establishing 
himself as a the coolest young 
guitar hero around.

Epiphone clearly knows when  
its on to a winner, as the company 
has wasted no time producing a 
signature mode, the Gary Clark Jr 
‘Blak & Blu’ Casino, which is 
available in both our featured 
Bigsby version or with a trapeze 
tailpiece, which retails at £619.  
In its Blueburst hue – a dark blue 
’bursted top with black sides, back 
and neck – it’s far from traditional, 
but that suits our man to a tee. 

Unlike the other Chinese-made 
Casinos currently offered by 
Epiphone, this one comes without 
a pickguard and with Gibson USA 
P-90s housed under their metal 
covers. And, colour aside, there are 
no signatures to put you off if you 

don’t like the artist. This is simply  
a very cool, unusual guitar.

The Casino doesn’t have a 
Gibson ES-335-style centre block, 
and is instead fully hollow, like an 
ES-330. That immediately gives 
the instrument a lightweight feel, 
and while the Bigsby adds weight, 
it also adds balance strapped on; 
the trapeze version is slightly 
neck-heavy by comparison. 

Speaking of necks, Epiphone has 
spec’d this one with a ‘1960s 
SlimTaper D Profile’, which in the 
hand feels a little bigger than the 
relatively trim front-to-back depth. 
The wide and low frets are nicely 
installed on the rosewood ’board 
and sit over the white edge binding 
for maximum playing width. 
Setup, as supplied by Epiphone,  

is almost too low, and it would 
easily suit a higher action and 
heavier strings – on the standard 
629mm (24.75-inch) scale, either 
0.010s or 0.011s would certainly 
work. Clark is hardly a shredder 
and, of course, thanks to that lack 
of centre block, the neck joins the 
body at the 16th fret, which 
actually makes upper-fret work a 
bit of a stretch.

From the guitar’s acoustic 
resonance, you get an idea of 
what’s in store: it’s a lively 
performer, with a very different, 
shorter and pluckier response, 
compared with a centre-blocked 
semi or, certainly, a solidbody.  
It’s also worth noting that the 
Bigsby version sounds more airy 
than its trapeze’d sibling. 
Controlled in classic Gibson Ph
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 VIbrato 
you have a choice of this 
licensed B70 Bigsby or a 
standard trapeze tailpiece. 
Both guitars use a standard 
tune-o-matic bridge, which 
we find needs a  little TlC on 
the Bigsby version

 body 
ThE Casino, like the Gibson 
Es-330, is a fully hollow guitar, 
without the wood centre block of 
the Es-335 or sheraton. Feedback, 
therefore, might be an issue

 pICkups 
Twin Gibson usa P-90s are 
lurking under those metal 
covers. worth the extra cash? 
we think so. you could buy the 
standard model, of course, and 
upgrade when you feel the need 
but rewiring thinlines isn’t 
always easy!

 at a gl ance 
 BODY:  Laminated maple, hollow 
 necK:  Mahogany, glued-in 
 Scale:  629mm (24.75”) 
 FIngeRBOaRD:  Rosewood 
 FRetS:  22 
 PIcKUPS:  2x Gibson P-90s 
 cOntROlS:  2x volume 2x tone,  
 3-way toggle pickup selector 
 HaRDWaRe:  ABR tune-o-matic  
 bridge, Bigsby B70 vibrato,  
 Grover Rotomatic tuners –  
 all nickel plated 
 leFt-HanDeD:  No 
 FInISH:  Blueburst only 
 cOntact:  Gibson  
 www.gibson.com 
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The pickups here are 
Gibson USA P-90s –  
a serious upgrade

The trapeze tailpiece 
model is a little bit 
neck-heavy strapped on

Obviously, if you need a vibrato 
then the Bigsby version of the Blak 
& Blu is an obvious choice, but the 
archaic-design wobble bar has its, 
ahem, issues. Firstly, it not only adds 
cost but also adds nearly half a kilo 
to the guitar’s weight compared with 
the trapeze version. Then there’s 
the return to pitch after a vigorous 
vibrato workout: we had to smooth 
the wound-string bridge saddles 
with a needle file and add some lube, 
plus fully stretch the strings before 
we got reliable tuning stability. And 
that’s not to mention the restringing: 
in brief, compared with the trapeze 
version it’s a pain. Also, if you use 
your controls a lot, the Bigsby’s arm 
really gets in the way. 

But with all of the above, we 
still prefer the sound of the Bigsby 
version. Why? It has a little more 
zest and, dammit, it looks darn cool, 
doesn’t it? So, it’s heart over head for 
us. More sensible people may think 
differently, but try both before your 
part with your cash.

fashion with a three-way toggle 
pickup selector and volume and 
tone for each single coil, there’s a 
host of sounds to be found here, 
though, it takes a little time to dial 
in. That bridge pickup can be a 
little spiky and the neck almost a 
little too mellow played clean, but 
pull down the bridge pickup’s tone 
control and you get forceful bite 
while the neck sounds effortlessly 
jazzy and bluesy.

Add some dirt, however, and you 
get into Clark’s signature tonal 
area: the Blak & Blu produces a 

really rootsy, fuzzy and swampy 
electric blues voice that spins back 
a few decades. At higher gains and 
volume, the pickups make the 
guitar very lively; there’s a bit of 
microphonic squeal, too, but 
control that and sustaining 
feedback is effortless. And with 
Casino users including The 
Beatles, Stones, The Jam and even 
The Beach Boys, to name but a few, 
you certainly won’t be short of 
tonal inspiration.

If we’re honest, it’s been ages 
since we’ve had as much fun as 

this. Like the man himself, this is 
one classy package – steeped in 
heritage, a choice of vibrato or 
trapeze versions, not to mention 
aggressive on-the-street pricing, 
this is a compelling offering.
Dave Burrluck

  Features   
  sound quality   
  Value For money   
  Build quality   
  playaBility    
  oVerall rating           
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Bigsby Or Trapeze?
The Blak And Blu has two 
formats: which is best?

also try…
 Vintage  
 Vsa590  
£399
Available in 
Vintage Sunburst 
only, this close 
cousin of the Casino 
sports twin Wilkinson P-90-style single 
coils with nickel-plated covers, block 
inlays and tapered heel join.

 epiphone Casino  
£459 
Essentially the same 
guitar as the 
Blak & Blu, but 
with pickguard, 
Epiphone P-90s 
and trapeze 
tailpiece. It comes 
in Vintage Sunburst, 
Natural, Cherry or Metallic Goldtop.

 hoFner hCt Verythin Ct   
£599
With similar heritage to the 
Casino, this centre-
blocked thinline has retro 
appeal aplenty, three 
colour options 
(Sunburst, Red 
or Black) and 
full-size Hofner 
humbuckers.
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 Jazz Chorus  £549 
 Roland celebrates 40 years of the Jazz Chorus with a new compact version 

Roland JC-40
REVIEw

Way back in 1975, a 
whole year before 

the groundbreaking CE-1 pedal 
was released, guitar effects were  
a lot more limited than they are 
today. Into this market Roland 
introduced an odd-looking 2x12 
combo called the Jazz Chorus 120, 
which turned into an unlikely hit. 

It had a flightcase-style cabinet 
with riveted edges, silver dustcaps 
on the loudspeakers, and thanks to 
a built-in analogue chorus circuit, 
sounded like nothing else. The 
JC-120 was a true stereo design, 
with separate 60-watt output 
stages for both speakers. This was 
the secret behind the chorus 
effect’s unique three-dimensional 
swirl – the JC-120 split the signal, 
sending dry, un-effected sound to 
one speaker and totally wet 100 
per cent effected sound to the 
other. It had an overdrive circuit 
too, which was okay – but that 
wasn’t the point. The JC-120’s 
clean sound was – and is – quite 
spectacular, proving to be the 

perfect partner for the saturated, 
heavy overdrive tones that many 
players were beginning to use. It’s 
still popular in many multi-amp 
rigs today, used by artists as diverse 
as Pat Metheny, Andy Summers 
and Metallica, as well as being 
standard equipment for practically 
all African guitar players. Four 
decades in production is definitely 

worth celebrating, so Roland has 
created a mini version, the JC-40. 

With a pair of 10-inch speakers, 
powered by two 20-watt output 
stages, the JC-40 is essentially  
a scaled-down version of its  
bigger brother, adding welcome 
portability. The electronics mostly 
live on one robust circuit board, 
contained in a steel chassis that’s 
screen-printed and finished with 

It may be a little pricey, but the 
JC-40’s sound is still unique

  FEatuREs   
  sound qualIty   
  ValuE FoR monEy   
  BuIld qualIty   
  usaBIlIty   
  oVERall RatIng           
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plenty of 70s mojo. It’s a single-
channel design, with footswitch 
control over the built-in distortion, 
reverb and chorus effects, but with 
a unique stereo input, which 
makes the JC-40 an ideal partner 
for those who use multi-effects 
floorboards or pedalboards to get 
their sound. There’s a mono-in/
stereo out effects loop that can  

be switched from series to  
parallel modes, a stereo pair of  
line outs and a headphone jack for 
late-night practice. 

Overall the JC-40 looks the part, 
and when you plug in, sounds it, 
too, with a wide-range clarity that 
may be a little too much if you’re 
used to fat, midrange valve tone. 
The distortion effect is an 
improved version of the original, 

smoother and warmer, as is the 
reverb, and there’s a new vibrato 
effect too, but it’s the chorus  
that’s the show-stopper, with a 
wonderful spatial effect that shifts 
and swirls around your eardrums 
in a very cool way. 

It may be a little pricey 
compared with the competition, 
but the JC-40’s sound is still 
unique, and while other effects can 
replicate it, they aren’t the real 
deal. If you’ve always wanted a 
Jazz Chorus, but were put off by 
the JC-120’s size, weight and price, 
there’s no longer any excuse. With 
power to spare for small gigs and 
rehearsals, the JC-40 is set to be 
another winner for Roland.
Nick Guppy
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 T ype:  Solid-state, 2x10 combo  
 with stereo output 
 OuTpuT:  2x 20W 
 Speaker:  2x 10” Roland  
 special design 
 COnTrOlS:  Volume, bass, mid,  
 treble, distortion, reverb, chorus  
 speed, depth and effect select,  
 bright switch 
 SOCkeTS:  Mono/stereo  
 input, effects loop mono send/  
 stereo return, mono/stereo  
 line out, headphone socket.  
 3x footswitch jacks 
 WeighT:  16 kg 
 DimenSiOnS:  [HxWxD] 436 x 592  
 x 251mm 
 COnTaCT:  Roland UK  
 01792 702701 www.roland.co.uk 

 aT a gl anCe 

 speakeRs 
Roland’S special 
design loudspeakers 
are an integral part of 
the Jazz Chorus 
sound. These are 
10-inch replicas of 
the original 12-inch 
drivers

 vIbRato 
TheRe’S a new vibrato 
circuit alongside the 
traditional chorus controls. 
The chorus has a manual 
mode and a fixed mode with 
preset speed and depth

 CabInet 
ClaSSiC JC styling 
includes the 
flightcase-style 
cabinet, complete 
with ready-rubbed 
rivets. Lots of classic 
1970s vibe on the 
outside, bang up to 
date on the inside



 Vintage V7HTBB  £229 
 A seven-string that can compete with the most inexpensive  
 guitars on the market? We had to find out more... 

More often that not, 
you’ll know  

if it’s a guitar worth investing in 
within seconds of picking it up. 
With higher-end instruments that’s 
something you simply expect, but 
lower down it can be more a case 
of trial and error. The new V7 is 
something that offers affordability 
and playability, entering the 
market as not only the most 
wallet-friendly seven-strings out 
there but also one of the most 
comfortable to get to grips with. 

The incredibly lightweight 
Eastern Poplar body ensures it’s 
close to what you’d expect from a 
standard shred double-cut in feel, 
and doesn’t carry that daunting 
sense of bulk seven-strings are 
often guilty of. Aiding this is the 

guitar’s low action factory setup, 
with a comfortable, slim maple 
neck that’s fit for pretty much any 
task at hand: it’s almost like you 
don’t notice the extra string. For 
many players, that can only be a 
very good thing. The sleek Gloss 
Black finish, classic chrome 
hardware and string-through body 
gives it a quiet confidence, simple 
and effective as it may be.

You couldn’t ask for better 
pickups than the Wilkinson Double 
Coil PHS7s, not for this kind of 
money, anyway. The neck position 
harnessing the subterranean beef 
of the low B to make way for sweet 
mids and treble. In between 
facilitates more Fender-like tones, 
again surprisingly well balanced 
and articulate, yet spiky enough  
to cut through. The bridge position 
feels clean even on higher gain 
settings, there’s plenty of definition 
across all seven strings to play 
those embellished chords with no 
tonal clashing whatsoever, and rip 

through soaring leads that ring  
out loud and clear. Perhaps this  
is down to the natural brightness  
of the guitar, which counteracts its 
increased sonic depth with a rich, 
celestial airiness that enhances  
the sustain. 

It certainly looks like a metal 
machine, but truth be told the V7 is 
capable of that and much more, 
with convincing blues tones and a 
basic jazzy wool, if you roll off the 
tone knob all the way to the end. 
Perhaps where it excels, however, 
is usage in heavier gain territories 
– there’s plenty of grunt to move 
some air, especially once you get 
palm-muting. From the tech-metal 
djent of Periphery and Tesseract to 
more classic nu-metal sounds 
made famous by Deftones and 

Korn, the V7 will most definitely 
have you covered.

The overall build quality is 
impressive, it holds tuning well 
across 24 frets and feels rigid – the 
kind of instrument you can trust 
on stage night after night. And, 
better still, for those inexperienced 
with seven-strings, there really 
could not be a better axe with 
which to familiarise yourself. 

It doesn’t take long to realise that 
Vintage could have very easily 
launched the V7 at a higher 
markup and you can only 
commend them in delivering an 
instrument that ticks all the boxes 
at such mind-boggling value. 
Amit Sharma

The V7 looks metal, but it’s 
capable of that and much more

  Features   
  sound quality   
  Value For money   
  Build quality   
  playaBility   
  oVerall rating           
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geAr  VinTAge V7HTBB

 Body:  Eastern Poplar 
 Neck:  Maple, triple laminate 
 Scale:  25.5”/648mm 
 FiNgerBoard:  Rosewood 
 FretS:  24 Medium Jumbo 
 PickuPS:  2x Wilkinson  
 Double Coil PHS7 
 coNtrolS:  Volume, tone,  
 3-way toggle switch 
 Hardware:  Chrome 
 leFt-HaNded:  No 
 FiNiSH:  Gloss Black 
 coNtact:  JHS 01132 865 381  
 www.jhs.co.uk 

 at a gl a Nce  Tuners 
gUitar coMponentS 
designed and manufactured 
by guitar guru Trevor 
Wilkinson – such as these 
tuners – have long offered 
durability and tone for a 
fraction of the usual price

 PickuPs 
the WilkinSon Double 
Coil PHS7s cover plenty of 
sonic ground, and strike a 
perfect balance between  
the V7’s low-end chug and 
higher-end sparkle

 cuTAWAy 
the loWer fin cutaway 
gives plenty of access up to 
those higher frets, perfect 
for utilising the instrument’s 
extended range all the way 
up to the 24th fret



schecter DiamonD Deluxe
round-up
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 Schecter DiamonD  
 SerieS Deluxe rounD-up 
 they’re built with rock, metal and your wallet in mind, but are  
 schecter’s first entry level Diamond series electrics  
 proof that beginners have all the luck? 

Words: Jonathan Horsley   Photography: Jessie Wild

Gear  rounD-up



The Schecter Diamond Series was 
introduced at NAMM 1998  

and transformed the company’s fortunes. 
Schecter made a name for itself with 
US-built custom electrics for the likes of Pete 
Townshend and Mark Knopfler, but it never 
looked like it had the appetite to take a huge 
bite out of the market. Mass-produced, with 
new shapes of electric guitar at more 
accessible price points, the Diamond Series 
changed all that, taking the Schecter brand 
to a new generation of players. Serendipity 
played its part. Schecter emerged as 
seven-string specialists just as nu-metal 
spiked demand; such was the pop-cultural 
hysteria of the time, when Jerry Horton from 
Papa Roach used an off-the-peg Diamond 
Series C-1 in the Last Resort video, not only 
did all the kids know about Schecter, but 
affordable models were legitimised as 
serious instruments. 

This month’s round-up sees Schecter 
double-down on the aggressive pricing with 
the first entry level guitars in the Diamond 
Series: the six-string dual humbucker’d C-6 
Deluxe and its seven- and eight-string 
siblings, the C-7 Deluxe and C-8 Deluxe.  
All share a similar silhouette – asymmetrical, 
contoured double-cuts with that distinctive 
spearhead Schecter headstock – but each is 
a very different prospect.
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  SchecTer DiAMoND  
 SeRieS C-6 DelUxe  £255  
  the price is probably right  

There are few surprises 
with the C-6 

Deluxe; the marque all but guarantees 
a playable guitar, and what you see is 
what you get. With such a low price 
ticket, there are inevitable concessions 
to budget; this is a pared down, no-
frills instrument, and what it lacks in 
character it makes up in function. 

If you’re starting out or on a budget, 
and are looking for a guitar play hard 
and shred into dust, the C-6 Deluxe is 
heaps of fun. It has a jaundiced yellow, 
satin-smooth maple neck, cut to a 
svelte C-profile and bolted on to an 
ergonomically forgiving, contoured 
basswood body. It’ll accommodate 
marathon practice sessions – the C-6 
Deluxe is a perfectly thrashable piece of 
kit with bright, punchy tones. Its Satin 
Metallic Blue finish is a little reminiscent 
of the washed-out Laser Blue that 

Ibanez applied to its classic RG Series, 
and is a welcome bit of flash. Like the 
C-7 and C-8, it has chrome Schecter 
tuners, and two Schecter Diamond 
Series humbuckers are fitted in the 
neck and bridge positions, with a three 
way selector and master volume and 
tone knobs. Also sporting a tidy, string-
through-body and tune-o-matic bridge, 
it’s a stable, fuss-free guitar. 

With two humbuckers and a neck 
built for speed, the C-6 Deluxe is built to 
rock. Crank up the gain and the bridge 
humbucker has a tough, pugnacious 
rhythm tone and harmonically 
responsive voice for leads, while the 
neck offers a thicker, woodier and 
more polite sounds. Its clean tones are 
perfectly serviceable. Compared with 
the C-7 and C-8, the C-6 Deluxe has 
quite a clunky heel, but it shouldn’t put 
you off exploiting its full 24-fret range.

nu-metal legitimised 
schecter’s more 
affordable models 
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 SchecTer DiAMoND  
 SeRieS C-7 DelUxe  £286  
 everything in proportion  

In terms of tones, looks and 
playability, the C-7 Deluxe has 

much in common with the C-6, with 
a largely identical spec applied to a 
seven-string’s proportions. While the 
extended-range guitar is no longer 
a boutique curio, it still feels like a 
specialist instrument. But while the 
most guitarists will be happy to occupy 
the midrange frequencies, more of us 
are changing our styles to utilise the 
potential of seven-string guitars. 

What’s really exciting about the C-7 
Deluxe (and the C-8 below) is that 
Schecter has joined other shred-focused 
brands in making extended-range 
guitars much more affordable – a move 
that can only encourage more guitarists 
to explore seven- and eight-strings. The 
C-7 Deluxe should be measured against 
the likes of a Jackson JS32-7 Dinky 

DKA, which for a similar price offers a 
basswood body topped with a quilted 
maple veneer as opposed to the C-7’s 
stripped-back minimalism. 

Both are more than fit for purpose, 
and that bright, responsive power 
of the Schecter Diamond Series Plus 
humbuckers translates well to a seven-
string instrument; in the normal first 
to sixth strings, the C-7 Deluxe sounds 
eerily like the C-6. The C-7 Deluxe’s 
neck features a neater heel, more than 
compensating the hand for navigating 
that big ol’ fretboard. There’s always a 
worry that the seventh string might be 
a little flabby and ill-defined, but the 
C-7’s, while a little buzzy, feels tight and 
stable, and its pickups have just enough 
throat to articulate the sort of low-end 
power you’d demand from a seven-
string electric.

 SchecTer DiAMoND  
 SeRieS C-8 DelUxe  £361  
 the not-so hateful eight 

LIke the C-6 and C-7, the C-8 
Deluxe has a thin maple 

neck bolted to a basswood body, and 
features Schecter Diamond Series 
Plus humbuckers in neck and bridge 
positions. Again, the intent from 
Schecter is clear: budget-focused, entry 
level, the C-8 Deluxe is an economically 
attractive proposition that will be 
pitched against similar models from 
Jackson and Ibanez. But a budget 
eight-string guitar was always going to 
be the most ambitious project. It shares 
the C-7’s sculpted and unobtrusive heel, 
and similarly will push its pickups to the 
limit with its lower register. 

The C-8’s neat hardtail, string-
through body bridge is super-
comfortable to rest the picking hand 
on – a huge plus given that the C-8 
is designed with chugging in mind. 
But unlike its siblings, the C-8 feels 
imbalanced and all neck. It isn’t as heavy 

as some extended-range guitars but, on 
this evidence, maybe we have to accept 
that if we want a beefed-up instrument 
to trade blows in lower registers we’re 
going to have to heft a real lumbar-
threating guitar built from something 
heavier than basswood. In the lower 
registers, there’s a lack of definition, 
especially with heaps of gain, meaning 
that it’s more suited to note-heavy 
rhythm playing than voicing chords. 

Perhaps it’s unrealistic to expect better 
performance at this price, but there is 
an existential question to be asked of a 
starter eight-string such as this. Is this 
a ‘beginners’ guitar, in the sense that 
it’s someone’s first axe? If so, it’s fit for 
purpose, though we’d question whether 
the average first practice amp could 
handle the low-end output. If it’s meant 
to tempt experienced six-string players 
into trying the eight-string, however, it 
may feel a tad rough ’n’ ready. 
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schecter DiamonD Deluxe

WhILe SchecTer has a formidable catalogue, its first 
Diamond Series entry level guitars have been a long time 
coming – and while they aren’t perfect, they’re definitely 
worth the wait.   The C-6 Deluxe is very much an all-purpose 
rocker, the C-7 a solid budget seven-string, and the C-8 is an 

ambitious undertaking that definitely fills the eight-string brief, 
but just don’t go playing it through your practice amp! We love 
the contoured body shapes, the slimline necks are just the 
thing for aspirant shredders to hone their chops, and there’s a 
wealth of toothy rock and metal tone to explore.

Verdict  

 Body:  Basswood 
 Neck:  maple, bolted-on 
 Scale:  25.5” 
 FiNgerBoard:  rosewood 
 FretS:  24, narrow x-jumbo 
 PickuPS:  2x Schecter  
 Diamond plus Humbuckers  
 (bridge and neck) 
 coNtrolS:  1x master  
 volume, 1x master tone,  
 3-way pickup selector 
 Hardware:  Tune-o-matic  
 string-through bridge 
 leFt-HaNded:  Yes 
 FiNiSH:  Satin Blue metallic  
 (pictured), Satin Black,  
 Satin White 
 coNtact:  Westside Distribution 
 0141 248 4812  
 www.schecterguitars.com 

 Schecter DiAMoND  
 SeRieS C-6 DelUxe  £255 
 at a gl aNce 

 Body:  Basswood 
 Neck:  maple, bolted-on 
 Scale:  26.5” 
 FiNgerBoard:  rosewood 
 FretS:  24, narrow x-jumbo 
 PickuPS:  2x Schecter  
 Diamond plus Humbuckers  
 (bridge and neck) 
 coNtrolS:  1x master  
 volume, 1x master tone,  
 3-way pickup selector
 Hardware:  Chrome, tune-  
 o-matic string-through bridge 
 leFt-HaNded:  Yes 
 FiNiSH:  Satin Black  
 (pictured), Satin White 

 Schecter DiAMoND  
 SeRieS C-7 DelUxe  £286 
 at a gl aNce 

 Body:  Basswood 
 Neck:  maple 
 Scale:  28” 
 FiNgerBoard:  rosewood 
 FretS:  24, narrow x-jumbo 
 PickuPS:  2x Schecter  
 Diamond plus Humbuckers  
 (bridge and neck) 
 coNtrolS:  1x master  
 volume, 1x master tone,  
 3-way pickup selector 
 Hardware:  Chrome, hard-  
 tail string-through bridge 
 leFt-HaNded:  Yes 
 FiNiSH:  Satin Black,  
 Satin White (pictured) 

 Schecter DiAMoND  
 SeRieS C-8 DelUxe  £361 
 at a gl aNce 
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EarthquakEr  
DEvicEs round-up £159-£199

Akron, Ohio – the rubber 
capital of the USA,  

no less – is home to boutique pedal maker, 
EarthQuaker Devices. The firm boasts a large 
and varied range of pedals, including no fewer 
than 12 different fuzzboxes. From pedals 
designed to replicate vintage Park and Shin-ei 
units, to more off-the-wall boxes, if it’s scuzzy 
fun you want, EarthQuaker’s got you covered. 

It’s not just its fuzz pedals that are causing a 
stir however – the company also offers a 
whole host of more esoteric boxes, and the 
four we’re looking at today cover synth 
sounds, pitch-shifting and ambience. 
EarthQuaker says that all its pedals are 
entirely made by hand, and this foursome are 
certainly all nicely built and finished with lively 
graphics. Common features include solid 
metal jack sockets and true bypass operation, 
plus nine-volt power supply operation only. 
Let’s get ’Quaking…

 Scaling the sonic summit 

ArpeggiAtors hAve been built into 
synths for years, and the Arpanoid is 
designed to access a similar effect from 
your guitar by taking what you play and 
transforming it into an ascending scale, 
a descending scale or one that ascends 
and descends continually. There are 
plenty of parameters to set – wet/dry 
blend, four major and four minor 
sequences, speed of the sequence, 
number of notes, direction from root to 
octave, and so on. It’s all charmingly 
barmy – especially on random mode…

 Synthy square wave distorter 

the Bit Commander takes your guitar 
input and spits out monophonic square 
wave synth sounds. You get tones one 
and two octaves down and one octave 
up that you can blend together, plus   
you can add in some distortion with the 
Base knob and tweak it all tonally with   
a Filter knob. It can get a bit glitchy on 
lower notes, but if you’re looking for   
lead tones with a bit of a nasty edge 
from the 7th fret upwards, the Bit 
Commander can supply them with 
consummate ease.

 Looking for a secret sonic weapon for your ’board? Check out some  
 ground-trembling boutique quirkiness from across the pond… 

 eArthquAker Bit  
 Commander  £159 

 eArthquAker  
 arpanoid  £199 
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 EarthquakEr Dispatch MastEr 
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the rainbow Machine 
can go from subtle to 
psychedelically bonkers

 eArthquAker  
 rainBow maChine  £199 
 Shift that pitch, man… 

the rAinBow machine generates 
polyphonic harmonies over a range 
from a 4th down to a 3rd up with all 
atonal intervals in between. You can add 
an upper octave to the harmony and set 
their levels relative to each other and the 
dry sound. There’s also adjustment of 
the time lag between signals and the 
footswitchable magic function that 
ramps up or down to your selected pitch 
creating sci-fi sounds. With slapback, 
doubling and some excellent detuning 
and chorus-like effects as well as 
standard harmonies, this can go from 
subtle to psychedelically bonkers.

 typE:  Analogue synth,  
 polyphonic pitch  
 arpeggiator, pitch shifter  
 and digital delay/reverb 
 controls:   
 Bit Commander: sub,  
 down 1, up 1, filter,  
 level, base  
 arpanoid:  rate, step, wet,  
 dry, mode selector, up/  
 down toggle switch  
 rainbow Machine:  
 secondary, pitch, primary,  
 Magic, tone, tracking,  
 Magic footswitch  
 dispatch Master: reverb,  
 repeats, mix, time 
 sockEts:  Input, output,  
 expression pedal input  
 (rainbow Machine only) 
 bypass:  True bypass 
 powEr:  9V power supply  
 (not supplied) 
 contact:  rocky road 
 01494 535333  
 earthquakerdevices.com 

 at a glancE 

 eArthquAker  
 dispatCh master  £169 
 Create space and save space, too! 

reverB And delay are separate 
entities, but either or both together are 
often used to add some space to your 
sound. The Dispatch master does just 
that, with a cool blend of nicely voiced 
versions of both effects for a range of 
ambient sounds. Turning the relevant 
knobs down also lets you have delay or 
reverb on their own. Separate pedals 
would give you more versatility, but this 
offers a great way to save pedalboard 
space while bringing in complex spacey 
ambience with one footswitch.

 eArthquAker  
 arpanoid  £199 
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 Ogre Thunderclap  
 disTorTion  £124 

 MOOg MF Flange  £1 59 

 A round of applause for this extreme dirt monster 

 Moog goes rogue with a classic swirl machine 

We challenge you to name 
a more imposing pedal 

than the one you see before you. 
The Thunderclap is a high-gain 
distortion with a hand-crafted, 
heavyweight die-cast enclosure 
from Korean brand Ogre. Each of 
its four horns controls a parameter 
– level, bass, treble and gain – 
while to activate the Thunderclap, 
you have to stomp down on the 
poor devil’s jaw. And yes, its eyes 
are the status LEDs.

Unbelievably, the Thunderclap’s 
tones are as extreme as its looks: 
devastating. It packs some of the 
highest levels of gain we’ve ever 
experienced – enough to turn even 
the weediest Strat into a liquid 
lead machine. It’s over-saturated 
in the extreme at full tilt, mind, so 

We were big fans of Moog’s 
Minifooger Chorus back 

in issue 271, so imagine our joy 
when this MFer landed. Dubbed  
a ‘Bucket Brigade Harmonic 
Manipulator’ by Moog, the MF 
Flange is an all-analogue 
modulation machine, with two 
types of flanger, external 
expression pedal control of the 
time knob and a rock-solid 
aluminium enclosure.

Given its moniker – and our 
experience with the MF Chorus – 
we were expecting to be frantically 
dialling back jetplane squalls, but 
the MF Flange offers a surprisingly 
smooth ride, with sweet, syrupy 
swirls occupying much of the 
range, plus creaky pitch-bending 
and raygun zaps at either end of 
the rate dial. It’s versatile, too, 
thanks to the Type switch, which 

less demonic purposes will require 
settings around midway, which 
cools it to a more modest roar.

While you may assume metal is 
the Thunderclap’s calling, it’s more 
versatile than that, and can handle 
anything from 80s glam metal 
through to extended-range riffing 
and Boss HM-2-style Swedeath 
with all controls cranked. It does 
fall short on lower-gain tones, 
which come across a little fuzzy 
– but who’d buy this for blues?!

With such intense drive, the 
Thunderclap challenges you to 
play in a certain way, and it’s 
definitely not a pedal for complex 
chords; Ogre’s monster is built for 
outrageous riffs and insane solos, 
and it does this unashamedly.
Michael Astley-Brown

offers more traditional, Barracuda-
style positive-feedback flange 
sounds in the up position, plus 
vocal, phase-like swoosh on the 
lower, negative-feedback notch, 
perfect for distorted Morello-like 
Wake Up riffage. To our ears, the 
MF Flange recalls EHX’s Electric 
Mistress – dial everything back, 
and you have a liquid chorus that’s 
a dead ringer for Walking On The 
Moon. Plus, with minimum rate 
and max feedback, the time knob 
even does a decent approximation 
of the EHX classic’s filter matrix, 
where the pedal freezes a resonant 
peak to create metallic sounds.

While the MF Flange is one of 
Moog’s tamer offerings, it offers 
some of the lushest analogue 
flange tones we’ve heard in quite 
some time – well worth a try.
Michael Astley-Brown
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 T ype:  Flanger pedal 
 ConTrols:  Rate, depth,  
 time, feedback, type switch 
 soCkeTs:  Input, output, power, expression 
 Bypass:  True bypass 
 power:  9V battery, 9V power supply  
 (not included) 
 ConTaCT:  Source Distribution  
 0208 962 5080 www.moogmusic.com 

 T ype:  Distortion pedal 
 ConTrols:  Level, bass, treble, gain 
 soCkeTs:  Input, output, power 
 Bypass:  True bypass 
 power:  9V battery, 9V power supply  
 (not included) 
 ConTaCT:  Red Chilli Audio 07766 756789  
 www.redchilliaudio.com 





 Hawk Picks 
  Plucking like a Hawk  
THese fine-looking picks are handmade in Salford, and 
feature materials similar to tortoiseshell and ivory – don’t 
worry: no animals were harmed in the making of these plecs. 
Hawk’s wares come in a variety of sizes – from regular to wide, 
jazz and tri-tipped – and while the price is high-end, so’s the 
quality: these are thick picks, ideal for rock and blues, and 
should last longer than your average plastic fare. Dorje’s Rabea 
Massaad is such a big fan, he has his own signature model! 
(from £12, www.hawkpicks.co.uk)

 PiTcH-key 
  Whack my pitch up  

THis  is a stroke of genius! The Pitch-Key allows you to  
quickly swap between two pitches a tone apart on any string 
at the turn of a knob – all without modifying your guitar. 
The device traps the string at the headstock and bends it 
as you rotate the thumbwheel. Fitting is simple: detune the 
string to the ‘low’ pitch, sit the Pitch-Key on the string at the 
headstock end, set the high pitch using the thumbwheel and 
included Allen key, and you’re set. It’s a boon for anyone who 
needs to quickly flick between alternate tunings, and means 
no more fumbling for drop D, too!
(£19.99, www.pitch-key.com)

  siT Power Groove strinGs  
  SIT down on it  
iT’s noT a big name on these shores, but US brand SIT – that 
stands for Stay In Tune, acronym fans – already has some big 
names plucking its sets, including Shinedown’s Zach Myers and 
shred maestro Rusty Cooley; and now the firm is making a play 
for the UK. Its latest set o’ wires is the Power Groove, which 
takes the company’s standard Power Wound set and adds 
a pure nickel cover-wrap over a hard-tempered hex core, 
which promises a smoother feel over nickel-plated wraps 
and a tone better suited to vintage-style guitars.
(£8.75, www.sitstrings.com)

 freTlocks 
  Rattle that ’lock  
if you’ve ever felt the need for an extra finger or two on your fretboard, 
these new single-string capos could be the accessory you’ve been waiting 
for. Fretlocks simply stick onto your ’board and two tiny blades ‘fret’ the string 
– there are three different sizes of Fretlock dependent on string gauge. This 
offers up opportunities for new chord shapes and licks that would otherwise 
be impossible – chords with wide fingerings, high-up hammer-ons and pull-
offs to lower frets – and makes for an easy alternative to alternate tunings.
(from £15 for a pack of six, www.fretlocks.com)
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BeautifulDay
AsU2hit the roadontheir2015 Innocence+
Experience tour,TGtabsTheEdge’sguitarparts from
theirmassiveMilleniumhit,BeautifulDay...

u2



classic track | u2
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BeautifulDay reachedno1 in
october2000,andshowsareturn to
theepicstadiumsoundthatU2honed
in the 1980sonalbumssuchasThe
UnforgettableFireandTheJoshuaTree.
AlthoughallTheedge’santhemic,

echo-ladenriffsarepresent,U2have
not ignored theexperimentationof
their 1990salbums.Consequently,
thereareall sortsofunusual sounds
and textures fromTheedge’s filter
effectsandhisLovetone foot-pedals.
Healsousesapitch-shifter setup two
octaves tocreate thealmost flute-like
sound in themiddlesection.
noneof theplaying is technically

demanding, althoughyouwill need to
useyour fourth finger for someparts.
In liveperformances,Theedgeseldom
playsexactly thesame idea twice,
especiallyon thoseecho-soakedriffs
where it’softenhard tosaywhich
notesare real andwhicharedelay.

Getthesound
theedgeplaysthis trackon
hisGibsonExplorerusingthe
middlepickuppositionforthe
cleanarpeggios, thenbridge
positionforthechorusesand
bridges.Amediumgainvalve
ampsuchasaVoxAC30isbest
forthebasictone,butadd
overdrive inthechorus.
Delay-wise,aquarter-note
effect(440ms)will suffice.
Ifyouhaveamulti-effectsthat
allowsyoutostackupdelays
youcouldadddottedeighth
note(330ms)andeighthnote
(220ms)delayssettorepeat
once.Keepreverb levels low.
Themiddlesectionrequiresa
pitchshifterset twooctavesup.

SOuND ADVICE
Everything you need to know before playing ‘Beautiful Day’

GAIn BAss MID TrEBlE rEvErB

CHaNNeloVErDrIVE

tHereareN’treallyanyscalic
leadlinesinBeautifulDaybut
thesetwoshapesshouldstill
providesomeassistance.The
arpeggiosintheversearebased
ontheAMixolydianmode
(ABC#DEF#G)andthe
middlesectionrunsthroughthe
Dmajorpentatonicscale(DEF#
AB).Practisetheshapestogeta
feelforTheEdge’sguitarplaying.

Scales

Delay
rate:
440ms
Depth:
50%

Feedback:
3-4repeats

JuStSeveN chordsare
playedinthis track,asshown
here,andmostarebasedon
simplebarrechordshapes.
TheDshapefromtheintro
canbetrickybut ifyouswitch
fromBmtoD(as itappears
inthetrack)thefingering
doesfeeleasier.Playingthe
openAchordusingonlyyour
first fingermakesthewhole
A-Bm-Dprogression lessof
achallenge.
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thispart ispickedwithfingersandthumb.Trytokeepfrettingfingermovementtoaminimum:fret the initialAchordwithafirst fingerbarrethenkeepitat the2ndfretasyouplaytheBmchord;move
yourfourthfingertothe5thfretof thefifthstringfortheDchord, thenmoveyourbarreuponefret toplaytheGchord.
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Beautifulday
music&Lyrics byAdamClayton, PaulHewson,David evansandLaurencemullen
©2000bluemountainmusic
UK/eU reproducedbykindpermissionsofmusic Sales Limited
US/CAnreproducedbykindpermissionofHal LeonardCorporation
All rightsreserved. InternationalCopyright Secured

BeautifulDay
u2

also aVailable: PlaY GuitarWitH… u2: 1984 to 1987
guitartaBnotation,with lyrics&chordnames,
112pp.£16.95ref.aM1009591
Takeyourplaceat the frontof Irish rock legends
U2with thehelpof thesespecially recorded full
bandbacking tracksandab transcriptions.The
accompanyingCDhas twospecially recorded
backing tracksof eachsong, onea full demowith
guitar showingyouhowthesongshould sound
and theother iswithoutguitar for you toplay
alongwithonyourownguitar.
Includes: (Pride) InTheNameOfLove,WithOr
WithoutYouand I StillHaven’t FoundWhat I’m
LookingForand fourmore.
www.musicroom.com

tHiSsongcomeswithafulldemotrackandabackingtrack
(minusguitar)onyourCD.Simply insert thedisc inyourplayer,
pressplayandjamalong,guitaraokestyle!

full track+backing (tracks 25-26)
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Verse (continued)
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fretBars 1 to4withyourfirst finger,keepingyourpickhandmoving inaconstantalternatepickingmotion,sothatupbeatsareplayedwithupstrokes.Stay in4thpositionthroughoutthesecond
sectionsothatyoufret the initialC#andF#noteswithyourthirdandfourthfingersrespectively.Playtheunaccentednotesverygently.
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cHorus

Beltout thesestandardbarrechordsusing loosealternatepickinganddon’tworrytoomuchaboutwhetheryoustrike just thethreebassstringsorallsixontheB5chord.ProvidedyouplayafullBm
shape(with itsrootnoteonthesixthstring)youcanhitanyorallof thestrings.
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keepyour first fingerbarringthetopthreestringsatthe12thfret throughoutanduseyourthirdandfourthfingerstofret theopeningdiad.TheEdgeusesalternatepickingthroughoutbutan ‘all
downstrokes’approachmayfeelmorenaturalandsoundsgreat.Theline isrepeatedat3:06withacoupleofnotechangestowardstheendofbar4buttheyarenotcrucial.

thisis the intertwiningflute-likepart(basedaroundtheDmajorpentatonicscale)thatactuallybeginsoverthe instrumental.ourtranscriptionstartswhenBonostartstosing.Useareversedelaywith
highfeedbacksettorepeatonthebeat(roughly440ms).Apitchshiftersetuptwooctavesgivesthesynth-liketimbre.
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thisissimplyoneofthemanyvariationsTheEdgeuses intheverse.Besuretobringyourfingerssquarelydownontothefretboardtoensureyoudon’tmutetheopenfirststring.Usedownstrokesfor
thenotesonthethirdstringandupstrokesforthoseonthefirstandsecond.
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fretthe initialC#andF#noteswithyoursecondandfourthfingers.Thisputsyouinpositiontofret the7thfretDnotewithyourthirdfingerandtosmoothlymoveuptwofretsattheendofbar3.Use
yourthumbandsecondfingertopluckthewide-intervaldiads inbar11, frettingthemallwithyourfirstandsecondfingers.
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0330 100 9626
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Having started His musical 
career as a hardcore singer, 
Frank began performing as a folk 
influenced singer-songwriter in 
2005 and has released a series of 
acclaimed albums. Chief among 
these is his emotionally charged 
break-up album, Tape Deck Heart, 
which features our track, Recovery.

The tempo of the song is quite 
brisk, which, coupled with the shuffle 
feel, lends the song a playful, jovial 
atmosphere. Keep a consistent 
shuffle feel throughout by moving 
your strumming hand down and 
up continuously, but make the 
downstrokes last twice as long as  
the upstrokes.

Frank makes ingenious use of slash 
chords such as A/C# and e/G#, in 
order to create ascending basslines 
within the chord changes, reflecting 
the positive message in the lyrics and 
also makes the chord progression 
sound more original. 

This song is ideal song for acoustic 
strumming; we recommend using 
a soft pick for a sweeter sounding 
attack. For verse 3, bring the 
dynamics right down to a light strum 
or even a simple fingerstyle pattern.

Since performing to millions at the
2012 Olympic opening ceremony, his 
career has gone from strength to
strength. TG shows you how to play 
Frank Turner’s 2013 single…
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Play 4 times
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Frank Turner
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Recovery
Frank Turner

Contributor: Charlie GriffithsPage 1 of 1
Notes: 

tHere are seemingly 
a lot of chords to learn 
here, but on closer 
inspection you’ll see 
that many of the chords 
are variations of just 
a few shapes. For 
example the D, Dmaj9, 
D6/9 and Dadd#11 
chords are all essentially 
the same, only with 
some variations on the 
first and second strings. 
At the core of the piece, 
there are really only 
five different chord 
types: A, Bm7, D, E and 
F#m. If you struggle, 
try simplifying things 
by working around 
these five basic shapes. 
Finally, as there are 
three E7 shapes in the 
song, we’ve marked 
them up with asterisks, 
so you know which one 
to use.

We’ve tabbed the two main sections from the song: the intro (the verse follows the same progression), which uses four chords with a bass line that ascends the  
A major scale on the fifth string; and the chorus, which is based around two chords, E and D. The variations in the D chord support the vocal melody.

chords

RecoveRy
music & Lyrics by Francis Turner
© 2013 bmG rights management (UK) Ltd
UK/eU reproduced by kind permissions of music Sales Limited
US/CAn reproduced by kind permission of Hal Leonard Corporation
All rights reserved. International Copyright Secured
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intro / VerSe / choruS

recovery
 frank turner 
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 Song Sheet
a                                  bm7 
blacking in and out in a strange flat in east London. 
a/c#                            d 
Somebody I don’t really know just gave me something 
     a                                        bm7 
to help settle me down and to stop me from always 
                  a/c#         d
thinking about you.
               a                                          bm7 
And you know your life is heading in a questionable direction 
                    a/c#                                            d 
when you’re up for days with strangers and you can’t remember 
                   a                                                     bm7
anything except the way you sounded when you told me you didn’t 
                               a/c#         d
know what I should do.

e                                                       d     dmaj9   d6/9                         
     It’s   a   long   road   out   to   recover   -   y   from   here
e                                           d    dmaj9  d6/9
     A long way back to the light
e                                                d     dmaj9   d6/9  
     A   long   road   out   to   recover   -   y   from   here
e                                            d   dadd#11   d   dadd#11    
     A long way to making it right

                      a                                              bm7
And I’ve been waking in the morning just like every other day.
                     a/c#                                    d
And just like every boring blues song I get swallowed by the pain.
               a                                            bm7 
And so I fumble for your figure in the darkness
                                    a/c#         d 
just to make it go away.
                       a                                            bm7 
but you’re not lying there any longer and I know that that’s my fault 
                    a/c# 
so I’ve been pounding on the floor and I’ve been 
d                                                    a 
crawling on the walls and I’ve been dipping in my darkness 
      bm7                       a/c#                           d
for serotonin boosters, cider and some kind of smelling salts.           
             Repeat chorus

                  F#m11                                       d5/a                         a              
And on the first night we met you said well darling let’s make a deal
         F#m11                         d5/a                                    a            
If anybody ever asks us let’s just tell them that we met in jail
                       F#m11                                     d5/a 
And that’s the story that I’m sticking to like a stony-face accomplice
          a                                                       e/G# 
but tonight I need to hear some truth if I’m ever getting through this
                F#m11                                     d5/a 
Yeah, you once sent me a letter that said if you’re lost at sea
                   a                                                  e/G# 
Close your eyes and catch a tide my dear and only think of me
        G5                                                 d/F# 
Well darling now I’m sinking and I’m as lost as lost can be
                e7                       e13sus4                 e7*
And I was hoping you could drag me out from down here 
    e7**
towards to my recovery

a / / / bm7 / / / a/c# / / / d / / /   x2

                    a                                            bm7 
If you could just give me a sign yeah just a subtle little glimmer
               a/c#                                                d
Some suggestion that you’d have me if I could only make me better 
                     a                                     bm7                     a/c#         d
Then I would stand a little stronger as I walk a little taller all the time.
                a                                      bm7 
because I know you are a cynic but I think I can convince you 
                   a/c#                                    d
Yeah ‘cause broken people can get better if they really want to 
         a                                                bm7                        a/c#       d
or at least that’s what I have to tell myself If I am hoping to survive.

e                                                       d     dmaj9   d6/9                         
     It’s   a   long   road   out   to   recover   -   y   from   here
e                                           d    dmaj9  d6/9
     A long way back to the light
e                                                d     dmaj9   d6/9  
     A   long   road   out   to   recover   -   y   from   here
e                                            d  
     A long way to making it right

e                                             
Darling sweet lover won’t you help me to recover
d/F#                                        
Darling sweet lover won’t you help me to recover
e/G#                                            
Darling sweet lover won’t you help me to recover
d 
Darling sweet lover one day this will all be over

Verse I

Verse 2

Verse 3

Break

Chorus 3

outro

Middle 8

Chorus I & 2

  alSo aVailable:  
  the new big acouStic guitar Songbook  

Guitar chords with full lyrics & chord names, 192pp. 
£12.95 ref. HLe90004728)
73 songs by artists such as Joni mitchell (The Circle 
Game), T. rex (Cosmic Dancer), Jake bugg (Two 
Fingers), The velvet Underground (Femme Fatale),  
Frank Turner (I Still Believe) and 68 more.
Presented in chord songbook format, arranged in 
the same keys as the original recordings with chord 
symbols, guitar chord boxes and complete lyrics.
www.musicroom.com
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guitar tab tHis song comes with a backing track (minus guitar) 
on your CD. Simply insert the disc in your player, 
press play and jam along guitaraoke style!

backing track (track 27) 
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rgt / Performance award / LeveL five

Performance  
Awards

RGT is the UK’s only 
specialist guitar 
examination board. 
You can download  
a free Performance 
Awards syllabus and 
find a registered guitar 
tutor to help prepare 
you for RGT exams at 
www.rgt.org

Rhythm & dynamics
Emphasising softer and louder sections is a great way 
to develop a rhythm part. RGT shows you how…

The rhyThm guitar playing 
section of rGT’s electric guitar 
Performance Awards requires you 
to choose two chord progressions 
to play from the rGT Grade Five 
handbook. An example of one of 
these has been included here with 
a sample rhythm pattern. You 
won’t find this notation in the 

handbook, but our notation should 
give you some different ideas to try 
out and develop. The chart is in 4/4 
time and you’ll notice that a slightly 
different rhythm pattern is notated 
as the dynamics vary – in broad 
terms as the chart indicates you 
should get louder, the rhythm is 
slightly busier (for instance, in bars 

7 and 8 the crescendo mark is 
accompanied by a change in the 
rhythm). You can hear the impact 
this has by listening to the piece 
being played in full in the video.  
Use this as a starting point to 
develop your own ideas and try to 
resist the temptation to just copy 
this pattern!
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Notes: 

This is an RGT Level Five chord chart, but with TG’s notated rhythm included as well. The notation is here to give you something to work on and to demonstrate the 
level required at Level Five; you must make up your own rhythm part for your own performance, though. Just follow the chord names shown above the tab.

Rhythm playing example

level Five choRds

These ARe the chords we’ve used to play over this month’s rhythm chart. There are also some more basic major and minor shapes shown in the tab, which you should 
already know from Level Three. Practise these shapes making sure all the strings ring out cleanly. Avoid striking any strings marked with an X.

Gm6

2

1

x

Dm7

2

1

F6

3

1

3

Fmaj7

3 4

x

Bb6 Bbmaj7

6

Am7
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 video  lessonwww.bit.ly/tg273video
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from only
£32.50 

FOr 6 mOnths

Subscribe to our complete 
package and get TG in print 
and via your iOS and Android 
device, with a TG CD packed 
full of content and access to 
our VIP area with extra tab 
and backing tracks. Plus, get 
a Blackstar LT Dual pedal

from only 
£27 

FOr 6 mOnths

Every issue delivered to 
your door, with a TG CD 
packed full of content 
and access to our 
exclusive VIP area with 
extra tab and backing 
tracks. Plus, get a FREE 
Blackstar LT Dual pedal

from only 
£14 

FOr 6 mOnths*

Instant digital 
access to Total 
Guitar on your 
iPad, iPhone and 
Android device  

When you subscribe to
Choose your paCkage…

priNt

get a Blackstar  
lt Dual PeDal

*

priNt + Digital buNDle

Best 
Value

saVe 
41%
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subsCribe
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it's easy to subsCribe… hurry! offer eNDs 
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CliCk www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/TGRsubs  

The winner of a TG Best Buy Award, 
this impressive two-channel overdrive 
pedal offers the ultimate in drive 
flexibility – meet the big daddy of the 
Blackstar LT range: the Dual. 

The first channel offers transparent 
drive that progresses to a smooth, 
compressed distortion. Channel 2 then 
takes you from super crunch right up 
to screaming lead. The pedal’s unique 
switching operation will transform 
a single-channel amp into a three-
channel tone machine – Blackstar 
really has hit the mark with this one.

DriVe time!
worth

£89.99!



techniques  | tab guide

This diagram represents a G chord. The ‘o’s are open strings, and a circled number 
is a fretting hand finger. A black ‘o’ or circled number is the root note (here, G).

Here are the abbreviations used for each finger. Fretting hand: 1, 2, 3, 4, (T)
Picking hand: p (thumb), i (index), m (middle), a (annular), c (little finger)

This fretbox diagram represents the guitar’s fretboard exactly, as seen in the photo. 
This design is used for ease of visualising a fretboard scale or chord quickly.

1

2 3

o  o  o

G

Here the chord looks like a C in the tab, but the capo on the 2nd fret raises the 
pitch to make it a D. The 2nd fret capo’d notes are shown with a ‘0’ in the tab as 
if they were open strings.

THe fret box diagram illustrates the fret hand fingering for the A major scale using 
black dots for root notes and red dots for other scale tones. The photo shows part of 
the scale being played on the fourth string with the first, third and fourth fingers.

A major scale

1 1 1 1

3 3

4 44

 4

4 4

222 2

THe blue line in the diagram represents a capo – for this A chord, place it at the 
2nd fret. Capos change the fret number ordering. Here, the original 5th fret now 
becomes the 3rd fret, 7th fret now 5th fret, etc.

1

2 3

 o  o  o

A (G)

CAPO 2nd 
FRET >

23

4

1

T p

i m
a

c

1

2

3

 o  o

d (C)

CAPO 2nd 
FRET >

x

 Hand labelling  

 capo example  

 nut and Fretboard 

 capo notation 

 cHord example 

 scale example 

FRet BOXes: chORds, scales and capO nOtatiOn

THe symbols under the tab tell you the 
first note is to be down-picked and the 
second note is to be up-picked.

eacH of the four notes are to be 
alternate-picked (down and up-picked) 
very rapidly and continuously.

Palm-muTe by resting the edge of 
your picking hand palm on the strings 
near the bridge saddles.

Drag the pick across the strings shown 
with a single sweep. This is often used 
to augment a rake’s last note.

Play the notes of the chord by 
strumming across the relevant strings 
in the direction of the arrow head.

 down and up-picking   tremolo picking   palm muting   pick rake   appreggiated cHord  

GuitaR techniques: pickinG

Tab is short for tablature, a 
notational system used to give 
detailed information as to 
where notes should be played 
on the fretboard. Tab appears 
underneath conventional 
music notation as six 
horizontal lines that represent 
the strings of the guitar, from 

the sixth (thick) string at the 
bottom to the first (thin) string 
at the top. On these lines, 
numbers represent the frets 
where you should place your 
fingers. For example, an A note 
on the 2nd fret, third string, will 
be shown as a number ‘2’ on 
the third line down on the tab. 

Unfretted strings are shown 
with a ‘0’. The key and time 
signatures are shown in the 
traditional notation. TG also 
includes a timestamp to tell 
you where in the original track 
you’ll find each example. 
Finally, a tempo marking is 
expressed in beats per minute. 

What is taB?

o  o  oo  o  o
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Tab Guide
  Get more from TG by understanding our easy-to-follow musical terms and signs 
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FRettinG hand

Pick the first note then hammer down 
on the string for the second note. Pick the 
third note and pull-off for the fourth note.

 Hammer-on & pull-oFF  

afTer picking the first note, rapidly 
alternate between the two notes shown in 
brackets using hammer-ons and pull-offs.

 note trills  

Pick the first note and then slide to the 
next. For the last two notes pick the first, 
slide to the next and then re-pick it (RP).

 slides (glissando)  

SounD the notes marked with a square 
by hammering-on/tapping with your fret 
hand fingers, instead of picking.

 Fret Hand tapping  

X markingS represent notes and 
strings that are muted by your fret hand 
when struck by your picking hand.

 Fret Hand muting  

BendinG and viBRatO

freT the first note (here, the 5th 
fret) and bend up to the pitch of the 
bracketed note, before releasing again.

 bend and release  

BenD up to the pitch shown in the 
brackets, then re-pick the note while 
holding the bent note at the pitch shown.

 re-picked bend  

SilenTly bend the string up from the 5th 
fret (PB5) to the pitch of the 7th fret note, 
pick it and release to the 5th fret note.

 pre-bend  

Pick the note then bend up a quarter-
tone (a very small amount). This is 
sometimes referred to as a ‘blues curl’.

 quarter-tone bend  

your fretting hand vibrates the string by 
small bend-ups and releases. Exaggerate 
this effect to create a ‘wide’ vibrato.

 Vibrato  

haRmOnics

Pick the note while lightly touching 
the string directly over the fret 
indicated. A chiming harmonic results.

 natural Harmonics  

freT the note as shown, then lightly 
place your index finger directly over ‘x’ 
fret (AH‘x’) and pick (with a pick, p or a).

 artiFicial Harmonics  

afTer fretting the note in the triangle, 
dig into the string with the side of your 
thumb as you sound it with the pick.

 pincHed Harmonics  

Place your finger on the note as shown, 
but sound it with a quick pick hand tap at 
the fret shown (TH17) for a harmonic.

 tapped Harmonics  

a PreviouSly sounded note is 
touched above the fret marked TCH 
(eg, TCH 9) for it to sound a harmonic.

 toucHed Harmonics  

viBRatO BaR / Whammy BaR

THe note is picked as shown, then the 
vibrato bar is raised and lowered to the 
pitches shown in brackets.

 wHammy bar bends  

ScooP: depress the bar just before 
striking the note and release. Doop: 
lower the bar slightly after picking note.

 scoop and doop  

a noTe is sustained then the vibrato 
bar is depressed to slack. The square 
bracket indicates a further articulation.

 sustained note and diVebomb  

SounD the note and ‘flick’ the vibrato 
bar with your picking hand so it ‘quivers’. 
This results in a ‘gargling’ sound!

 gargle  

genTly rock the whammy bar to 
repeatedly bend the pitch up and down. 
This sounds similar to fret hand vibrato.

 wHammy bar Vibrato  

OtheRs

THe edge of the pick is dragged either 
down or up along the lower strings to 
produce a scraped sound.

 pick scrape  

Turn the volume control down, 
sound the note(s) and then turn the 
volume up for a smooth fade in.

 Violining  

THe numbers in the traditional 
notation refer to the fingers required to 
play each note.

 Finger numbering  

any kind of fingerpicking 
requirements are shown at the bottom 
of the tab notation.

 pima directions  

TaP (hammer-on) with a finger of 
your picking hand onto the fret marked 
with a circle. Usually with ‘i’ or ‘m’.

 pick Hand tapping  
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2. The Cavern, 
Liverpool
It was an air raid shelter 
in the 40s, and a jazz 
club in the 50s, but 
this subterranean 
sweatbox achieved 
immortality in February 
1961, when The 
beatles played their 
first set after returning 
from their legendary 
Hamburg residency. 
The rest is history. 

The Final Countdown

10. The Royal Albert 
Hall, London 
When Queen victoria 
declared this opulent 
amphitheatre open 
in 1871, she probably 
didn’t foresee that its 
genteel programme 
of operas and charity 
events would be 
hijacked by rock 
pigs, from Cream’s 
last stand in 1968 to 
Damon Albarn and 
noel Gallagher’s 
hatchet-burying 2013 
Teenage Cancer Trust 
gig. may also be the 
location of Hitler’s 
missing testicle.

1. Denmark Street, 
London
With the highest 
concentration of 
guitar shops in 
europe, this Covent 
Garden rat-run is 
great for both window 
shopping and star-
spotting, as A-listers 
such as Clapton and 
Weller hunt for their 
517th Les Paul. Sadly, 
Tin Pan Alley may not 
be around for much 
longer, as there are 
plans to ‘develop’ the 
site into shops, flats 
and the like – go soak 
it up while you can. 

UK RocK 
LandmaRKs

John Lennon writing the 
Cavern Club legend in ’61

The Royal Albert Hall: 
Hitler’s missing ball, 
nowehere to be seen…

9. Redlands, Sussex 
Since Keith richards bought redlands in 1965, this 
moated Grade II pile has seen some hairy times, 
including the 1967 drugs raid that saw the Stones 
man banged up, and the 1973 inferno that razed 
it to the ground. expect to get tasered by robot 
sentinels if you try hopping the fence.

8. The Good Mixer, London
This Camden boozer was britpop’s ground zero, 
where the Gallaghers hammered red Stripe, 
Graham Coxon held court and elastica signed their 
record deal. now more likely to be full of tourists 
looking for noel to sign their Union Jack epiphone.

7. The Marshall Factory, Milton Keynes
If the concrete cows don’t tempt you to milton 
Keynes, well there’s always Jim marshall’s latter-
day operation. While most amp-builders would 
solder your mouth shut to safeguard their secrets, 
if you can round up a big group of mates and call up 
beforehand, they might even let you in for a tour!
 
6. Abbey Road, London
You haven’t lived until you and three mates have 
infuriated taxi drivers by marching across that 
zebra crossing in tribute to The beatles’ Abbey Road 
sleeve. For best results, bring your double denim 
and white moccasins, and you’ll be the spit of 
George Harrison bringing up the rear…

5. Wembley Stadium, London
Taking care to avoid match days, stand outside 
Wembley, and breathe in a lungful of history. The 
stadium may have been rebuilt eight years ago, but 
it’s the same spot where all the big guns played, 
from Queen in 1986 to muse in 2007.

4. Headley Grange, Hampshire
The antithesis of the gleaming recording studio, 
this run-down former poorhouse is worth a 
pilgrimage for its role in Led Zeppelin’s best 
albums. “It was dank and spooky,” Jimmy Page 
once recalled. “I remember going up the stairway 
one night and seeing a grey shape at the top…”

3. Donington Park, Leicestershire
one of britain’s oldest motor racing circuits is now 
more celebrated for something even louder: metal. 
The hardest and hairiest have all turned it up to 
11 here – Sabbath, maiden, AC/DC, Gn’r – and 
though monsters of rock went kaput in 1996, 
Download has kept locals awake since 2003.

Make the most of 
Denmark Street while it’s 
still full of guitar shops…
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